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FOREWORD 

Concern with crime is both intense and widespread. The public is 
deeply disturbed by the perceived inability of the law, and more 
specifically the judicial process and the corr.ections system, to deter 
crime. One result has been increased interest in sentencing policy 
and purposes. The Congress, in the effort to be responsive, estab
lished the Uniterl States Sentencing Commission, whose guidelines 
currently await congressional consideration. Understandably, they 
have generated considerable controversy. In the view of many, the 
answer lies in greater severity of punishment. Current projections 
of prison population in the federal system warn us to expect in
creases of major proportions. The Sentencing Commission itself, as
cribing much of the cause to recently enacted legislation designed 
to curb drug abuse, predicts dramatic increases in prison popula
tion within a relatively short period of time. 

The fact is, however, that it is simply not possible sharply to in
crease the number of prisoners without substantial increases in the 
funds necessary to provide for them. Prisons and beds for prisoners 
do not come cheap. Institutions must be staffed and guards must be 
paid. Yet, it is far from clear that in these days of budgetary con
straint our society is willing to pay for increased imprisonment. In 
this climate, and for other reasons more closely related to sentenc
ing goals, there has been substantial interest in home confinement 
as a viable alternative to institutional incarceration. 

Some experimentation with home confinement is already taking 
place in the federal system; pilot programs are in place from the 
Western District of Virginia to the District of Arizona. Under the 
leadership of Judge Warren K. Urbom, the District of Nebraska 
has been in the forefront of such experimentation. At last count, 
that court was responsible for over half the federal cases in which 
home confinement was imposed as a condition of probation. 

What is needed at the present time is a sharing of information, a 
clear statement of the policy issues that must be considered, and a 
careful canvas of the practicalities-the specific terms and condi
tions that ultimately make for success or failure of any such inno-
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vation. The present study, suggested to us by Judge Urbom, is in
tended to help meet those needs. 

A. Leo Levin 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Of the many responsibilities that fall to judges, the sentencing of 
criminal offenders is among the most challenging, controversial, 
and troubling. Few issues cut so deeply to the foundations of the 
criminal law-the meaning of responsibility and the protection of 
society. Tensions between individualized versus uniform sanctions 
for criminal behavior, and between intuitive versus explicit reason
ing in justifying sanctions, guarantee that the search for consensus 
in sentencing will be a formidable task. 

This is an especially important time for the development of sen
tencing policy. The United States Sentencing Cotnmission has de
veloped guidelines that will significantly structure judicial discre
tion and may dramatically alter sentencing policy in the federal 
courts. Sentences have always reflected a combination of multiple, 
in some cases contradictory, purposes. The new guidelines do not 
eliminate the conflicts among retributive, rehabilitative, and social 
control theories of criminal sanctions, but they do alter the mix of 
these purposes in the rationale underlying federal sentences. 

This report seeks to place the evolving sentencing option of home 
confinement-also known as house arrest or home detention, and 
closely related to intensive supervision on probation-within the 
larger framework of sentencing policy. The emphasis is on descrip
tion and evaluation, based on the currently available research and 
literature, and on our own interviews with those who have devel
oped and implemented home confinement in the federal system. 
Many of the choices that confront probation officers and judges in 
designing home confinement programs or imposing individual sen
tences are reviewed. 

Technological developments independent of the law-such as 
electronic-monitoring devices-are making their own contribution 
to Rentencing policy, especially with regard to the use of home con
finement. They have excited considerable public and commercial 
interest. Companies now offer a variety of monitoring tools: from 
automatic dialers and voice verification systems that periodically 
call offenders' homes to confirm they are there, to miniature radio 
transmitters worn by offenders that emit a signal over a 200-foot 
radius which can be detected by receivers placed in offenders' 
homes. One company offers a video phone that transmits a still pic-
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Chapter! 

tUre of whoever answers the intermittent checkup calls. l We need 
a careful and discriminating evaluation of how these devices com
port with the purposes of sentencing. Without such an evaluation, 
judicial practice, like medical or financial practice, could become 
increasingly driven by technological advances outside its control. 

We begin this analysis by defining three terms used throughout 
the report to differentiate among the types of home confinement. 
We then review the current status of home confinement in the 
state and federal systems and present an overview of why such sen
tences are becoming more prevalent. Next we describe a number of 
programs now in place, focusing on the variations to consider in de
veloping a home confinement program. We also look at how home 
confinement fits within traditional sentencing models and examine 
its success at accomplishing various sentencing goals. We propose 
research into a number of critical empirical issues. Finally, we 
review the impact of the proposed federal sentencing guidelines on 
the availability of home confinement as an option in the federal 
system. 

Many of the issues surrounding home confinement do not turn 
on questions of empirical facts but on questions of moral and politi· 
cal values. The most common public image of "house arrest"-as a 
form of political oppression found in totalitarian regimes-illus
trates the importance of the values and the intensity of the emo
tions that home confinement can engender (as well as thl'! impor
tance of defining terms and choosing words carefully).2 F'ears that 

1. So far radio devices are capable only of detecting if offenders leave home; they 
cannot be used to track all their movements. They do not tell us where offenders go, 
only whether they remain within the approxime.tely I50-foot radius of the receivers. 
One company does offer a portable receiver that call be piaced in a probation offi
cer's car. It can detect the offender's presence within an approximately one-blor::1t 
radius of wherever the receiver is transported. Transmitters that emit signals over a 
larger area, permitting offenders to be tracked throughout a city, are under develop
ment. We do not yet confront the questions of privacy and dignity raised by such 
devices, though many have voiced concern that the current generation of monitors 
is opening the door to later generations of more intrusive devices. 

2. Some program developers have attempted to dissociate their programs from 
this repressive image by avoiding certain terminology. For example, the U.S. Dis
trict Court for the Distrir~ of the District of Columbia calls its program RIPS, for 
residential intensive pI ,uation supervision. Florida's state program is known as 
"community control." " e dislike the term "house arrest" not only because it is im
politic but also because it is inaccurate, "Arrest" generally refers to a form of police 
action without judicial process. Almost all offenders confined to their homes in the 
United States today have received due process and have been convicted of crimes. 
(The exceptions are the few pretrial detainees.) Nor is home confinement used for 
political repression in the United States. (Unfortunately, one of the first and most 
widely reported sentences of home confinement was imposed in a "political" trial
that of draft resister and nonregistrant David Wayte, who was sentenced to six 
month a in ths home of his grandmother.) 

2 
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Introduction 

the criminal justice system will fail to use home confinement re
sponsibly may be exaggerated, and recent cries of 1I0rwellian 
nightmare" raised by the growth of electronic monitoring only add 
t.o the heat. But there can be no doubt that important values and 
rights are implicated by this sentencing option. And although em
pirical research can describe the effects, of house arrest, the funda
mental decisions concerning its proper place withir.l a sentencing 
system ar.e essentially ethical choices. We seek to inform tho!)e 
choices with the best analysis and empirical findings availuble. 

3 



II. WHAT IS HOME CONFINEMENT? 

Introduction 

Throughout this report, we use the ge:neral term home confine
ment to apply to any judicially or administratively imposed condi
tion requiring an offender to remain in his or her residence for any 
portion of the day. Although home confinement is commonly con
ceived as part of a judicially imposed initial sentence, it can also be 
a condition of pretrial release, a condition of parole or other super
vised early release from prison, or a sanction for probation or 
parole violators. 

Home confinement can range from nighttime curfew conditions, 
to detention during all nonworking hours, to continuous twenty
four-hour-a-day incarceration. Enforcement techniques can range 
from random, intermittent contacts by a supervising officer to con
tinuous electronic monitoring. There are obvious differences in the 
control of the offender afforded along this range of options, as well 
as in the punitiveness of the sentence. These differences should be 
captured in the terminology one uses to describe the types of home 
confinement. 3 As there is no clear consensus among jurists and 
scholars on the definition of terms, we propose the following typol
ogy.4. This nomenclature is used throughout the report. 

3. The new Gcntencing guidelines of the U.S. Sentencing Commission, infra note 
92, at commentary following sec. SF5.2, define the term home detention to mean "a 
program of confinement and supervision that restricts the defendant to his place of 
residence continuously or during specified hours, enforced by appropriate means of 
surveillance by the probation office .... If the confinement is only during specified 
hours, the defendant shall engag~ ~xclusively in gainful employment, community 
service or treatment during non-residential hours." (Emphasis added.) The commis
sion's use of the term home detention includes both off-work confinement and 
twenty-four-hour-a-day incarceration. We prefer to use home confinement as a 
broader term including both restriction during specified hours and continuous con
finement. The latter we call home incarceration. Using home detention for the 
broader term leaves us no concise way to make the substantive distinction between 
continuous confinement and limited confinement during specified hours. 

4. Lilly and Ball, early advocates of home confinement programs, have recently 
proposed the same distinctions among confinement, curfew, detention, and incarcer
ation that we develop below. See Lilly & Ball, A Brief History of Home Confinement 
and House Arrest, 13 N. Ky. L. Rev. 343-74 (1987). 
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Curfew 

Curfew is a type of home confinement that requires offenders to 
be at their residence during limited, specified hours, generally at 
night. Such a condition is a common component of intensive super
vision programs. It is the heart of the curfew release program re
cently implemented by the U.S. Parole Commission and the Fed
eral Bureau of Prisons, in cooperation with the federal probation 
system. Programs including curfew vary widely in the strictness of 
supervision, though most call for more officer-client contacts than 
required under normal probation. Many require participation in 
treatment, training, or drug testing; payment of fees, fines, or resti
tution; and community service. 

Home Detention 

More severe than curfew, home detention requires that offenders 
remain at home at all times, except for employment, education, 
treatment, or other times specified for the purchase of food or for 
medical emergencies. 5 The offenders' freedom to go where they 
please is completely restricted, though they may remain employed, 
go to treatment programs, and continue to support their families 
and pay fees or restitution. Free time must be spent at home. 
Home detention, if strictly enforced, is more punishing than curfew 
and affords greater control over an offender's activities. 

Home Incarceration 

Incarceration at home is the most severe form of home confine
ment; the home substitutes for prison. Offenders are to remain 
there at all times with very limited exceptions (e.g., religious serv
ices or medical treatment). Under this condition, offenders are pre
cluded from shopping, from working, or from having visitors out
side prescribed hours. In some cases offenders may not even be al
lowed to go outside into their yards. The goal is to punish and 
maintain control over the offender. In the words of the developer of 
an early home incarceration program, IIWe're not sending them 
home to have a good time."6 

5. See United States v. Murphy, 108 F.R.D. 437 (1985), for an early example of a 
home detention sentence in the federal system. 

6. Carl Hopkins, Contra Costa County, Calif., probation officer, quoted in No Place 
Like Home, 14 Crim. Just. News!. 3 (1983). 
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What Is Home Confinement? 

Origins of Home Confinement 

Home confinement is not an entirely new criminal sanction. Cur
fews have long been imposed on juveniles and, to a lesser extent, 
on adult probationers and parolees. Other restrictions on mobil
ity-such as restrictions on place of residence and prohibitions 
against frequenting undesirable locations or leaving the jurisdic
tion-are well-established options available to judges for tailoring 
community-based sentences to the offender. The traditional pur
poses to be served by these restrictions have been the same as 
those for community supervision in general: facilitate supervision 
of the offender and increase the chances for successful rehabilita
tion by encouraging good behavior. 

The new interest in home confinement has been kindled because 
it is seen as a distinct sentencing alternative, different from both 
incarceration in prison and "straight" probation, and capable of 
promoting additional penal goals. Although the need for alterna
tive sentences has long been recognized, a convergence of recent 
concerns and developments has increased the demand for new op
tions. There has been mounting public pressure to get tough with 
crime. Recent reports suggesting that traditional probation does 
not afford sufficient protection to the community have disturbed 
the criminal justice community.7 Prison overcrowding confronts 
correctional officials at the same time that fiscal restraint is de
manded. Prison is now commonly recognized as failing as a reha
bilitative sanction. Victims' rights organizations have encouraged 
the reemergence of victim restitution as an important sentencing 
objective. 

The appeal of home confinement is that it seems to meet many 
of these pressing concerns. It brings community placement-long 
thought to be an aspect of rehabilitation-within the framework of 
justice and punishment models of sentencing.s Home confinement 
may substitute as a cost-effective alternative to imprisonment for 
punishment and deterrence. If supervision or monitoring of offend
ers sentenced to home confinement is greater than that of regular 
probationers or parolees, then home confinement may afford 
greater protection of the community. Improvement'!} in the technol
ogy of monitoring lead many to believe that restrictions on offend-

7. See J. Petersilia, Granting Felons Probation: Public Risks and Alternatives 
(Rand Corp. 1985). This study found that two-thirds of a sample of 1,700 granted pro
bation in California were rearrested in the three years following sentencing. 

8. See generally Thomson, Prospects for Justice Model Probation, in P. D. 
McAnany et al. (eds.), Probation and Justice: Reconsideration of Mission 
(Oelgeschlager, Gunn & Hain 1984). 
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ers' movement in the community could now be given real punch. If 
the level of confinement is short of home incarceration (i.e., offend
ers are permitted to leave home to work), offenders can be produc
tive, tax-paying members of society (and perhaps pay for their own 
supervision). They can also perform community service and earn 
money to pay restitution. There is less disruption of the family, 
and the offender can support dependents and lor provide child care. 
The drain on welfare and foster child systems is thereby reduced. 
In addition, community educational and treatment resources are 
available to help rehabilitate the offender. 

For these reasons, home confinement appeals to many as an 
intermediate sentencing alternative. Sentences of home confine
ment can be tailored to satisfy simultaneously many of the multi
ple goals of criminal sanctions. A combination of strictly enforced 
confinement and the imposition of fines, restitution, and commu
nity service can be fashioned to punish and deter in proportion to 
the seriousness of the crime. Careful monitoring can significantly 
incapacitate the offender and protect the public. Mandatory train
ing, treatment, and testing can help change the life-styles that lead 
to further crime. We return to an analysis of how various sentenc
ing purposes can be advanced by home confinement in a later sec
tion. Before we hail home confinement as a panacea, we must take 
a hard look at what we know about it and what we still need to 
find out. 

Status of Home Confinement Programs 

State Programs 

The state courts have taken the lead in exploring home confine
ment. At least forty-two states had or were planning programs as 
of fall 1985.9 Florida has the largest program, with sllmost eighteen 
thousand people confined to their homes over the past three 
years. 1 a Georgia was the first to impose significant curfews on of
fenders in its large intensive supervision program, begun in 1982. 
More than half of the thirty-one state intensive supervision pro
grams surveyed in 1986 included curfew as a component, requiring 

9. Petersilia, Exploring the Option of House Arrest, 50 Fed. Probation 50 (1986) 
(reporting the results of a Rand Corp. mail survey). 

10. Community Control "House Arrest"; A Threp·Year Longitudinal Report (Flor
ida Department of Corrections, Probation and Parole Services, January 1987) [here
inafter Florida Report]. 
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What Is Home Confinement? 

offenders to be home during specified times of the day, typically 
10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.ll 

Most of the state programs, though still relatively new, are con
sidered successful by their developers. Empirical evaluation studies 
are undel' way in several states, but. for now we must rely on the 
opinions of those with firsthand experience with the programs. By 
and large, home confinement has created a very favorable impres
sion; the number of programs continues to expand dramatically, as 
does the size of existing ones. Programs have often accomplished 
important sentencing goals. 

But the success has not been universal. Contra Costa County, 
California, has discontinued its program even though most observ
ers felt it showed encouraging results in its first year. The problem 
was one increasingly typical of home confinement programs: They 
are not as lal'ge as initially projected. Judges remain reluctant to 
take risks with an innovative sentence. Probation officers are con
cerned that failures will irreparably damage the reputation of the 
home confinement option. They are extremely cautious in recom
mending people for the sentence. Offenders decline to apply to pro
grams that may keep them under surveillance for more time than 
they would serve in prison. Many offenders do not have a suitable 
home or a job, typical prerequisites. 

There is widespread agreement that a home confinement sen
tence is most successful when it is given within the framework of a 
well-defined program developed by probation and law enforcement 
officers, along with the judiciary. Florida's program resulted from 
intensive pl'eparation and training of judges, law enforcement per
sonnel, and the public. Policy manuals for probation officers, cata
logs of community service and treatment resources for judges, and 
pl'ess releases for the public were all prepared as part of a highly 
coordinated effort to win acceptance of the program. New Jersey's 
success in winning acceptance for its large-scale intensive supervi
sion program resulted from early and continuing participation by 
the judiciary and by prison and law enforcement officials. 

Since the costs of creating full-scale home confinement policies 
and procedures can be substantial, sophisticated program develop
ment will pay only if there is significant use of the option once it is 
in place. In Contra Costa County, the program attained only 15 
percent of the originally anticipated beds-per-day reduction in the 
local jail. With such low utilization, the program-though consid
ered successful for the offenders supervised-was judged to be more 

11. Byrne, The Control Controversy: A Preliminary Examination of Intensive Pro· 
bation Supervision Programs in the U,dted States, 50 Fed. Probation 4 (1986). 
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Chapter II 

costly during its initial year than imprisonment of the offenders 
would have been. 12 

Federal Programs 

The largest home confinement program in the federal system is 
curfew parole, a cooperative arrangement among the Bureau of 
Prisons, the Parole Commission, and the federal probation system. 
Under the program, in effect since March 1986, parolees are super
vised under a curfew in lieu of serving the last sixty days of their 
sentence in a community treatment center. As of February 20, 
1987, 1,108 parolees had been released on curfew parole. 

In addition to this nationwide program, an experimental pro
gram featuring electronic monitoring of prison releasees in lieu of 
placement in community treatment centers is in the planning 
stages in two pilot districts, the Southern District of Florida and 
the Central District of California. In California, parolees will be 
placed in home detention for the final four months of their impris
onment. All will be required to work full-time and to participate in 
drug treatment and testing, vocational training, and counseling 
when deemed appropriate,13 

The use of home confinement as an "up-front" sentencing option 
in the federal system is much less common. In early 1986, within 
one month of each other, judges in the Central District of Califor
nia and the Eastern District of New York imposed it as a condition 
of probation. In New York, the sentence was the first in an explicit 
program developed by the probation office. Seven other districts 
have followed with explicit home confinement programs: the South
ern District of Florida, Western District of Virginia, District of Ari
zona, District of Nebraska, District of the District of Columbia, 
Western District of Missouri, and Eastern District of Wisconsin. At 
least one other, the Northern District of California, will soon inau
gurate a program. In addition, the condition is being imposed on a 
case-by-case basis in at least two other courts: the Northern Dis
trict of West Virginia and Southern District of Texas. With the ex
ception of one district's program, all of the federal programs are 
designed to use home confinement in lieu of prison. The programs 
are meant to divert offenders from prison, not to widen the net of 
surveillance and control for people who would otherwise get proba
tion. Only the Eastern District of Wisconsin explicitly designed its 
program to apply both to those who would ordinarily receive short 

12. End of Project Report, Contra Costa County Adult Home Detention Program 
(April 1985). 

13. R. M. Latta, Statement of Work: Home Detention Project (Mar. 6, 1987). 
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What Is Home Confinement? 

terms in prison and to those who would ordinarily get long terms 
of probation. Most of the federal programs fall into the category of 
horne detention. Three districts, however, have had offenders serv
ing more restrictive terms of home incarceration. 14 

The Eastern District of Wisconsin has a two-stage program. The 
first stage consists of horne detention, while the second is a less re
strictive curfew program that applies to curfew parolees as well as 
to probationers. Successful adjustment to stage 1 for six months is 
a requirement for probationers to progress to stage 2. The regular 
six-month case review process is the administrative vehicle used to 
determine whether a modification to stage 2 is appropriate. 

Federal judges have used home confinement as a condition of 
probation sparingly. At last systematic count, there were only 
sixty-five cases in the entire federal system. 15 More than half of 
these were in a single district-the District of Nebraska. Aside 
from a few sentence innovators, judges remain largely unfamiliar 
with the rationale and potential of this new sanction. Some may 
also be uncomfortable with its repressive implications or leery of 
its ability to control offenders. Probation officers in a handful of 
districts have taken the initiative and approached judges with rec
ommendations of programs or home confinement sentences for par
ticular offenders. But probation office staffing levels have not been 
adjusted to take account of this option, and general policies and 
procedures have not yet been promulgated. One probation officer, 
reviewing evidence of the growing use of horne confinement, has 
asked, "Are we ready?"16 

To understand better the potential of home confinement, a de
scription of the decisions that arise and program elements avail
able in developing horne confinement as a federal sanction may be 
helpful. Developers must decide on procedures and criteria for se
lecting offenders, the type of monitoring desired, the method of en
forcement, and other conditions to be combined with home confine
ment. They must find ways to pay for the intensive offender super
vision required to enforce horne confinement. The next chapters de
scribe approaches found in existent programs or proposed in the lit
erature. 

14. They are the Middle District of Florida, District of the District of Columbia, 
and Northern District of West Virginia. 

15. Fitzsimons, Home Detention in the U.S. Probation System, News & Views, Feb. 
23, 1987, at 8. These numbers do not reflect home confinement sentences imposed 
outside of the officially established programs. It is not possible to determine the 
actual total because the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts has only recently 
begun to collect data on imposition of these sentences. 

16. Muttart, House Arrest: Are We Ready?, News & Views, Jan. 12, 198'7, at 4. 
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III. PROGRAM ELEMENTS 

The three types of home confinement represent a range of pun
ishment severity and offender control. Within each type, however, 
program developers have wide latitude to mix elements promoting 
different sentencing goals. For example, a sentence including a 
curfew condition, though the least severe in terms of the hours the 
offender is required to be at home, can still be made highly punish
ing if the curfew is strictly enforced by electronic monitoring for 
many months and if the sentence includes random mandatory drug 
testing, community service, fees and fines, and victim restitution. 

The important point is for judges, probation officers, and others 
working in criminal justice to have a shared understanding of what 
sentences mean and what programs can accomplish. Probation offi
cers must understand the purpose and intended severity of a par
ticular sentence so that they know how to use their discretion to 
request, for example, a revocation hearing after a violation of pro
gram rules. Judges must understand the nature of any program 
available in the district so that they have confidence, for example, 
that the offender will be adequately controlled. 

'l'ogether these authorities must decide what elements of home 
confinement they wish to have available as sentencing options in 
their district. They may decide, for example, to establish a single 
home detention program with a single set of procedures, monitor
ing policies, and rules for offenders. Or they may decide to estab
lish a three-level program--curfew, detention, incarceration-with 
different procedures and program elements for each. This way a 
program level would be appropriate and available for a wider 
range of offenders; the judge would be able to match the severity 
and control afforded by various types of home confinement to the 
specific person. A multileveled program makes it easy for judges to 
communicate clearly their expectations about the degree of moni
toring and the severity of enforcement. Alternatively, some judges 
might wish to specify these elements as conditions in each individ
ual sentence. 17 

17. See A. Partridge, The Sentencing Options of Federal District Judges (Federal 
Judicial Center rev. ed. 1985), for a description of the types of conditions and alter
natives available to federal judges under existing authority. 
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Selection Procedures 

The decision to use home confinement can be made at several 
stages in the processing of an offender and by several diffetent au
thorities. Here we review the five most noteworthy decision points 
and briefly discuss some of the pros and cons of making the assign
ment to home confinement at each. 

Judicially Imposed Conditions of Pretrial Release 

The Bail Reform Act of 198418 requires that defendants be re
leased on personal recognizance or unsecured personal bond unless 
the judicial officer determines Clthat such release will not 1'eason
ably assure the appeal'ance of the person as required or will endan
ger the safety of any other person or the community."19 If the de
fendant is not released as above, the court must impose the least 
restrictive condition 01' combination of conditions to assure appear
ance and protect others. Although there is little experience with 
this requirement, it appears that home confinement may often 
qualify as the least restrictive method of accomplishing the pur
poses of pretrial release conditions. The Bail Reform Act explicitly 
endorses conditions on release that require offenders to "(iv) abide 
by specified restrictions on personal associations, place of abode, 01' 
travel; . . . (vii) comply with a specified curfew; . . . (xiii) return to 
custody for specified hours following release for employment, 
schooling, or other limited purposes."20 These conditions suggest 
that curfew and detention, including home detention, are permissi
ble forms of pretrial release. The Third Circuit has approved even 
fuller home incarceration if needed to protect the public. 21 

18. IS U.S.C. §§ 3141-3150. 
19. 18 U.S.C. § 3142(bl. See D. Golash, The Bail Reform Act of 1984 (Federal Judi

cial Center 1987), for an introdu.Jtion to and discussion of the factors to be consid
ered when making pretrial release decisions. 

20. 18 U.S.C. § a142(c)(1}(Bl. 
21. United States v. Traitz, 807 F.2d 322 (3d Cir. 1986) (2 to 1 decision), The ques

tion of whether different forms of home confinement constitute pretrial detention 
under the Bail Reform Act (or merely release conditions), and consequently of 
whether a hearing and findings of risk of flight or dangerousness are required, is 
not yet clear. The statutory language cited above suggests that curfew and home 
detention are release conditions, not the type of detention invoking the full proce
dural safeguards of the act. The Traitz decision held that home incarceration was a 
release condition as well, though in that case defendants had first been imprisoned 
after a full hearing, so the later home incarceration was a less restrictive alterna
tive than the original disposition. A defendant "released" to full home incarceration 
might argue that it is a form of detention requiring Il. hearing and relevant findings 
of risk of flight or dangerousness. 
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Given the requirement that the least restrictive alternative 
available for protecting the public be used before trial, it seems 
that home confinement would be appropriate as an alternative to 
imprisonment, but should not be used where release on recogni
zance, unsecured bond, or other less restrictive conditions would 
satisfy the purposes of the act. At present we have discovered only 
four cases of pretrial home confinement in the federal system; 
states have experimented with its use more extensively.22 

Judicially Imposed Conditions of Probation 

At present, judges have the power to impose probation Ilupon 
such terms and conditions as the court deems best."23 They are ex
plicitly authorized to impose discretionary conditions of probation, 
including various types of community confinement. The statute is 
silent on home confinement, though it authorizes Ilsuch other con
ditions as the court may impose" so long as those conditions are 
reasonably related to the purposes of sentencing and Ilinvolve only 
such deprivations of liberty or property as are reasonably neces
sary" to meet sentencing goals. 24 It seems likely that home con
finement would be upheld against any claim that it is an abuse of 
judicial sentencing discretion. 2 5 

Concerns that home confinement, especially if monitored with 
electronics, may violate constitutional rights of privacy, travel, or 
association, or protections against unreasonable searches and sei
zures or self-incrimination, are generally thought to be unfounded. 
Current opinion is that home confinement, at least in the case of 

22. Telephone interview with Dan Ryan, pretrial services specialist with the Pro
bation Division of the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts (May 5, 1987). A 
notice has been placed in the probation newsletter News & Views, soliciting infor
mation about other use of home confinement as a pretrial disposition. 

23. 18 U.S.C. § 3651. 
24. See 18 U.S.C. § 3563(b), providing that the court may require that the defend

ant "(11) remain in the custody of the Bureau of Prisons during the nights, week
ends, 01' other intervals of time, totaling no more than the lesser of one year or the 
term of imprisonment authorized for the offense in section 3581(b), during the first 
year of the term of probation; (12) reside at, or participate in the program of, a com
munity corrections facility for all or part of the term of probation." 

25. But see Hurwitz, HOl/se Arrest: A Critical Analysis of an Intermediate-Level 
Penal Sanction, 135 U. Pa. L. Rev. 771, 789 (1987), for citations to state court cases 
invalidating jail as a condition of probation in the absence of explicit statutory au
thorization. Home confinement, particularly full home incarceration, blurs the dis
tinction between imprisonment and probation with conditions. It is not yet clear 
whether home incarceration sentences are limited by the rules governing imprison
ment or probation. There could well be challenges to sentences of home incarcer
ation for periods exceeding the maximum term of imprisonment, even if within the 
five-year maximum term for probation. Similarly. probation served under home con
finement does not seem to be mere "street time" and should perhaps be given some 
credit toward time served if probation is revoked. 
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postconviction probation conditions, is not unconstitutional per 
se. 26 Legal challenges to the constitutionality of probation condi
tions rarely succeed so long as the condition is reasonably related 
to a legitimate purpose of sentencing and the offender clearly un
derstands the condition (most jurisdictions have written rules, 
which offenders sign at the beginning of supervision). If offenders 
agree to the conditions, they may waive their right to claim a con
stitutional violation. A cautious approach requires adequate provi
sion for attendance at religious services. Home confinement condi
tions, together with broad visitation restrictions, must be carefully 
written to avoid infringing on the associational rights of offenders, 
or of family members who live with them. 27 Offenders should be 
provided with a written statement of the conditions and rules of su
pervision. 2 8 

The sentencing discretion afforded judges within traditional 
statutory frameworks has been quite broad. However, with the 
recent trend toward mandatory minimum sentences, and presump
tive or guideline sentencing schemes, legislatures and guideline 
commissions are becoming more active partners in the sentencing 
process, with accompanying limits on judicial discretion. We review 
the impact of the new federal sentencing law and accompanying 
sentencing guidelines in the last chapter. 

Another partner in the process is the probation system. In prac
tice, the exercise of judicial discretion to impose conditions of com
munity release is informed by the probation office. Judges have the 
greater legal expertise, but they do not have the time to investigate 
the many facts about an offender that are relevant to sentencing. 
Nor are they as intimately familiar with the programs offered by 
prisons and the probation system as are probation officers. Judges 
generally give weight to the recommendations provided by proba
tion officers as part of their presentence investigation report. This 
report takes into account factors concerning the offender such as 

26. A full analysis of the constitutional and legal issues surrounding home con
finement and electronic monitoring is beyond the scope of this report, Here we 
simply note that scholars do not generally foresee any invalidation of home confine
ment conditions or the use of electronic monitors. See Hurwitz, supra note 25; del 
Carmen & Vaughn, Legal Issues in the Use of Electronic Surveillance in Probation, 
50 Fed. Probation 60 (1986); Christensen, Informal Opinion No. 83-81, Electronic 
Surveillance, State of Utah, Attorney General's Office. Other legal analyses aNl pro
vided by Berry, Electronic Jails: A New Criminal Justice Concern, 2 Just. Q. 1 (Feb
ruary 1985); and Houk, Electronic Monitoring of Probationers: A Step Toward Big 
Brother?, 14 Golden Gate L. Rev. 431 (1984). Issues raised by charging offenders for 
the cost of their supervision are discussed in the section on feo assessments at the 
end of this chapter. 

27. Hurwitz, supra note 25, at 807. 
28. 18 U.s.C. § 3563(d) requires that written statements of conditions be provided 

to defendants. 
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employment, home life, risk of recidivism, and other consider
ations. It evaluates the appropriateness of the offender for local 
treatment or community service, and it is the typical vehicle 
through which the probation officer recommends a sentence of 
home confinement. 

Judges can also delegate to the probation office much of their au
thority to impose conditions of community release by leaving un
specified many of the elements of a probationer's supervision. 

Administratively Imposed Conditions of Probation Supervision 

Often judges' conditions of probation grant probation officers the 
power and discretion to visit offenders in their home or place of 
employment, to require offenders to submit to d rug testing, and 
generally to question and instruct offenders. In addition, once the 
offender has been sentenced to probation, the prob~tion officer may 
assign him or her to different levels of supervision. Judicially im
posed conditions may limit this discretion somewhat, but in the ab
sence of explicit prohibitions or requirements to the contrary, the 
officer may implement daily, weekly, or even less frequent contacts 
or curfew checks. This discretion may even permit the probation of
ficer to initiate, for example, a curfew or electronic monitoring, 
even though the judge did not stipulate such a condition at sen
tencing. 

Conditions of Postincarceration Release 

Parole officials have always had the authority to impose condi
tions of supervision on those released under their jurisdiction. As 
illustrated by the curfew parole program, home confinement can be 
a condition of parole. Prison and parole authorities have used this 
discretion to save expenses and reduce crowding in the prisons. The 
federal picture will be different after implementation of the new 
sentencing guidelines because parole will be abolished. The discre
tion to impose postrelease supervision conditions will be trans
ferred to either the courts or prison authorities. 

Conditions of Imprisonment 

Prison authorities also have some release discretion while an of
fender is under their jurisdiction, based primarily on their author
ity to designate place of service of a term of imprisonment and 
grant furloughs. One common use of this authority has been as
signing offenders to serve the last portion of their prison term in 
community treatment centers. Prison authorities have their own 
criteria for release, based on the seriousness of the crime, the risk 
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posed by the offender, and his or her progress through the prison's 
programs. They are sensitive to the limits in bed space and the con
ditions of confinement created by overcrowding. 

Prison officials may set curfews as a condition of furlough and 
may contract for electronic-monitoring services. The limits of this 
authority apparently have not been tested. While the responsibility 
for supervising offenders on furlough has been unclear in the past, 
the Sentencing Reform Act specifies this as a duty of federal proba
tion officers when requested by the attorney general or his or her 
designee. 29 'rhe elimination of the Parole Commission and the ef
fects of the sentencing guideUnes may accentuate the role of prison 
officials in controlling prison populations and regulating place of 
service, simply because there will be no other mechanism to reduce 
overcrowding. If the flow of offenders cannot be controlled at other 
points in the criminal justice process, the pressure will likely build 
on prison authorities to control popUlations using whatever discre
tionary powers they can find. 

Selection Criteria 

Jurisdictions with home confinement programs have generally 
established basic criteria for program eligibility. But along with 
these general criteria, other factors come into play when deciding 
upon a particular case. In principle, the selection criteria should 
relate explicitly and rationally to the purposes sentences are to 
serve. To the extent that just punishment is the goal, offense seri
ousness is primary. The goal of incapacitation makes risk of recidi
vism most salient. Where rehabilitation is important, still other 
factors are relevant. In practice, the decision to impose home con
finement is generally based on factors relevant to diYerse and often 
implicit goals. The decision is often the result of an intuitive sense 
of what punishment offenders deserve, how great a risk they would 
pose, and how damaged they would be by prison. 

We describe below the selection criteria typical of existing pro
grams. The dominant considerations are ensuring adequate punish
ment, protecting the community, and meeting special offender 
needs. The overreaching concern in several state programs has 
been to reduce prison populations safely. 

29. 18 U.S.C. § 3603(0, as modified by the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 (ch. II of 
the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984. Pub. L. No. 98-473. enacted Oct. 12. 
1984). 
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Minimizing Risk 

All of the programs that include home confinement screen of
fenders with some method of risk assessment. 30 Sometimes only 
first-time offenders are eligible, or certain categories of repeat or 
serious offenders are excluded. Candidates for the program-or 
even spouses, house mates, or parents-may be interviewed to 
gauge their willingness to abide by program rules. 31 Occasionally a 
more formal, objective risk-scoring system is used. No one we inter
viewed used an explicit cutoff score on a risk scale to determine 
program eligibility, but others have reported that offenders are 
sometimes excluded for "unacceptably high" scores on risk classifi
cation instruments. 3 2 

Home detention may simply be ineffective for preventing a 
return to certain types of criminal activity. For example, many of 
our interviewees mentioned that drug dealers might continue to 
sell out of their home. Similar considerations might apply to rack
eteering, organized crime, conspiracy, or other offenses. Offenders 
who commit domestic violence or other crimes against the family 
are not good candidates for home confinement if the victims 
remain at home as well. 

The selection criteria for the new pilot program in the federal 
District of Arizona are typical,33 Offenders are disqualified if they 
have-

1. a history of violence, 
2. chronic drug or alcohol problems, 
3. unstable interpersonal relationships at home, 
4. immigration problems, 
5. a prior criminal history, including a history of failure to 

appear, or 
6. an unstable employment history. 
In general, probation officers and judges seem to look at the 

whole picture of prior record, age, health, substance abuse, ci.rcum
stances of the current offense, home life, employment, and the atti
tude of the offender to decide if home confinement is a "good bet." 

30. Byrne, :mpra note 11. 
31. This screening procedure is described in End of Project Report, supra note 12. 

Difficulty in finding cooperative candidates and home support was cited as a pri
mary reason why the Contra Costa County home detention program was only 15 
percent as large as originally projected. 

32. 'r. Armstrong, G. Reiner & J. Phillips, Electronic Monitoring Programs: An 
Overview 18 rATAP Resource Paper No. 001 (EMT Group Inc., Sacramento, Cal., 
April 198m 

33. These criteria are from the guidelines for the Pilot House Arrest Program 
(Apr. 30, 1987). provided by Phyllis A. Mugno. supervising U.S. probation officer. 
District of Arizona. 
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Some believe they can tell if an offender has "changed course." 
Probation officers are often especially attentive to the respect for 
authority displayed by the offender. 

Punishment 

Even a good risk may deserve to go to prison. Statutory and sen
tencing guideline restrictions on the availability of probation as a 
sentence do much to ensure that the most serious offenders are im
prisoned. Some programs have additional informal rules excluding 
classes of serious offenders. The federal program in the District of 
the District of Columbia, for example, is restricted to those commit
ting offenses that would fall into offense category 1 or 2 of the U.S. 
Parole Commission guidelines. Those convicted of crimes of vio
lence or those who used a weapon are often excluded, both because 
their offenses are serious ones deserving of punishment and be
cause of the special type of risk a propensity toward violence repre
sents. 

Probation officers and judges often informally assess offenders' 
acceptance of responsibility and remorse when deciding how much 
punishment is deserved. Offenders may be excluded if they display 
a "bad attitude." One probation officer commented that if an of
fender lied to him he would "bust him back to jail in a minute." 

Offender Needs 

An oft-cited advantage of home confinement is its ability to pro
vide a form of incarceration for persons who deserve imprisonment 
but who are unsuitable for the prison environment because of ill
ness, handicap, pregnancy, or other condition. Probation officers 
and judges often consider the offender's need for community-based 
medical treatment. 

Other special considerations are also taken into account, such as 
the inability to pay restitution absent ongoing employment, 
whether the offender is the sole caretaker of minor children, and 
permanent effects on an offender's career should he or she be im
prisoned. The focus here is not so much on "giving the offender a 
break" as on what he or she could give back to the community or 
what hardships incarceration would impose on others. For exam
ple, one offender was placed in home detention because he took 
care of an elderly couple who testified that being deprived of his 
services would constitute a hardship on them. 

Another consideration is the availability of other community 
placement options. Instances have been reported in which the 
judge believed that residence in a community treatment center was 
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a necessary condition of probation, but no such center was avail
able in the community. This is most likely to occur in small towns 
and rural settings, and also where the offender is female, as fewer 
facilities are available for women generally. 

The Need for Explicit Criteria 

Judges and probation officers naturally vary in the emphasis 
they place on minimizing risk, on punishment, and on offender 
needs. They may have differing perceptions of whether an offender 
has "turned over a new leaf." A consideration of offender needs, for 
example, can be justified as part of a rational sentencing philoso
phy. But there is a danger that special sympathy toward an of
fender who is charming, is a manipulator, or "strikes a chord" in 
the officer or judge could lead to unfair disparity. Conversely, an 
offender who has personality conflicts with a probation officer may 
be treated more harshly than a more agreeable offender. Sentenc
ing guidelines are developed to eliminate unjustified disparate 
treatment. Explicit criteria for program eligibility established in 
advance can help to reduce the effect of illegitimate factors in the 
decision to sentence an offender to home confinement. Jurisdictions 
would do well to decide what purposes they want home confine
ment to accomplish, and then develop explicit guidelines, based as 
much as possible on objective factors, that select the proper popUla
tion of offenders for the program. 

Four Examples of Selection Methods 

Reducing prison crowding has been a primary goal of many exist
ing programs, especially at the state leve1. 34 Yet many observers 

34. In the federal system, too, there is concern about prison crowding. As of May 
I, 1987, the federal prison system was operating at 55 percent over the rated capac
ity and 22 percent over the operational capacity. (Current figures are available from 
the Public Information Office of the Bureau of Prisons. Rated capacity represents 
the originally designed amount of bed space; operational capacity represents bed 
space created through later modifications, "double-celling," etc.) The Sentencing 
Reform Act of 1984 (ch. II of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, Pub. L. 
No. 98-473, enacted Oct. 12, 1984) contains a resolution expressing the nonbinding 
sense of the Senate about sentencing practices that should be followed until the new 
guidelines become binding. It encourages judges to treat prison beds as a scarce re
source and urges them to consider "the general appropriateness of imposing a sen
tence other than imprisonment in cases in which the defendant has not been con
victed of a crime of violence or otherwise serious offense." It encourages the use of 
"restitution, community service, and other alternative sentences." 
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have predicted that the availability of a sentence more severe than 
probation will result in a "widening of the net" of probation rather 
than in a diversion of offenders from prison. Because of the many, 
sometimes competing, authorities with discretion to release offend
ers from prison, some states have gone to extraordinary lengths to 
ensure that their home confinement program is used to accomplish 
its primary goal-reduction of prison popUlations. Although it is 
often difficult to determine what sentence a home detainee might 
have received in lieu of the program, it appears that these states 
have been successful. The data from Florida and New Jersey, re
viewed below, indicate that with a concerted effort, home confine
ment can reduce prison populations. 

There is no inherent reason, however, why home confinement 
should be used only for the types of offenders who would be impris
oned under current practices. Indeed, if judges have lacked an ade
quate middle-range sentence, we would expect home detainees to 
come from both popUlations-those now given straight probation 
and those now sent to prison. The systems described below must be 
considered successes not just for accomplishing their primary goal 
of reducing prison populations but also for implementing a highly 
coordinated criminal justice innovation-an innovation with poten
tial we have only begun to explore. 

New Jersey 

New Jersey's intensive superVIsIon program, which includes 
curfew, has developed an inventive approach to ensure that its cli
ents are real diversions from prison. Authorities in all three 
branches of government were motivated to reduce prison popula
tions. They called on the state Administrative Office of the Courts, 
which had previously provided only coordinative and administra
tive functions for county offices, to direct a statewide program. 

With this coordinated effort, officials were able to fashion a selec
tion procedure that restricts the program to offenders already sen
tenced to imprisonment. Judges do not have the option of sentenc
ing an offender directly to intensive supervision. The probation de
partment has administratively established a screening process for 
removing offenders from prison and placing them in the program. 
Prisoners voluntarily apply to the program after they reach prison. 
Most serve about four months of their sentence before release. Of
fenders convicted of certain types of crimes-for example, homi
cide, organized crimes, robbery, or sex crimes-are automatically 
excluded, as are offenders whose sentences explicitly include a 
minimum term of incarceration. Criminal history-such as multi
ple prior felonies or prior crimes of violence-and the seriousness 
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of the instant offense are considered. An apparent unwillingness to 
abide by the curfew condition can also disqualify an applicant. 

Once approval is given by the administrative office, the final de
cision to assign an offender to intensive supervision is made by a 
"resentencing panel" consisting of three superior court judges. This 
permanent forum is knowledgeable about the program's operations 
and philosophy, and closely monitors its progress. It conducts revo
cation hearings if there are program violations and regular reas
sessment hearings for each offender three and six months after re
lease from prison. The panel decides when the offender can be 
safely removed from the intensive supervision program. This judi
cial involvement is important for maintaining the coordination of 
the effort and ensuring that it is accomplishing its intended objec
tives. 

After two and one-half years of operation, and after 2,400 appli
cations had been processed, about 25 percent of the applicants to 
the New Jersey program were admitted, 60 percent were rejected, 
and 15 percent withdrew their application. Interestingly, a common 
reason for withdrawal was that the offender felt the program was 
too lengthy or too punitive compared with serving out the remain
der of the sentence in prison. An early analysis of the types of of
fenders admitted into the program revealed that the screening 
process was keeping out the worst risks. 35 The program included 
many minor felons, those convicted of conspiracy and "attempt to 
commit" crimes, and those convicted of minor user and seller drug 
offenses. The program participants also had fewer prior felonies 
than did average parolees, though almost 70 percent had one previ
ous conviction and almost 50 percent had two. Those in the pro
gram were also more likely to have full-time jobs, to be better edu
cated, and to be white. Although results are still tentative, the re
cidivism rates of program participants compare favorably with 
those of parolees released without benefit of the program. 

Florida 

In Florida, the Department of Corrections' Probation and Parole 
Services was authorized by statute to develop "community control." 
It became effective at the same time that new sentencing guide
lines were established by the state. In the first twenty-seven 
months, more than 9,300 "controlees" were placed in the program. 

Most offenders are sentenced directly to the program upon the 
recommendation of the probation department in the presentence 

35. Pearson & Bibel, New Jersey's Intensive Supervision Program: What Is It Like? 
How Is It Working?, 50 Fed. Probation 25 (1986). 
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report. The general criteria for selection are not very specific: "In~ 
dividuals found guilty of any noncapital felony offense who are 
deemed appropriate by the sentencing judge due to the seriousness 
of the crime and/or criminal background and who would not be 
placed on regular probation."36 Judges are given wide discretion, 
but are directed to use the program only for people otherwise 
bound for prison. Judges may give a sentence of community control 
without the benefit of a presentence investigation, either upon con~ 
viction or at a probation revocation hearing. The state Parole Com
mission may also place parole violators in the program following a 
final revocation hearing. 

In addition to selection at formal sentencing or revocation hear
ings, each parole and probation office has staff assigned to review 
sentences for offenders who did not have a presentence report pre~ 
pared and who received sentences of short-term incarceration. If a 
case seems appropriate for the program, the officer can recommend 
that the sentence be changed within the sixty days that the court 
has for reconsideration of sentences under state law. This review is 
done immediately after sentencing, preferably before the offender 
is transported to the state prison reception center. If identification 
of a potential program participant comes too late for intervention 
before transfer, a classification officer at the reception center can 
refer the offender to the probation or parole officer in the county of 
commitment. These multiple entry points have surely contributed 
to the program's success at identifying a large pool of eligible of~ 
fenders. 

Data analysis of the types of persons assigned to the program 
suggests that around 70 percent of the offenders in the program 
represent real diversions from state prisons, 15 percent are diver
sions from county jails, and the remaining 15 percent are probation 
cases that were believed to need more intensive supervision.37 In 
the first year after implementation of the program and new sen
tencing guidelines, the number of commitments to prison decreased 
by an average of 180 per month. 

To control the number of offenders in the program-a crucial 
consideration, since there is a statutorily defined limit of twenty 

36. Florida Department of Corrections, Probation !1nd Parole Services, Implemen
tation Manual for Community Control (1987) (L. L. WainWright, secretary). Much of 
the information we present concerning the Florida program is from this manual. 

37. See Flynn, House Arrest: Florida s Alternative Eases Crowding and Tight 
Budgets, 1986 Corrections Today 64. Mr. Flynn, director of Florida's Probation and 
Parole Services, used the state sentencing guideline score sheets to determine what 
proportion of persons assigned to the program would have gone to prison instead. 
See also Community Control "House Arrest" . .. A Cooperative Effort Effectively Im
plemented, 9 Am. Probation & Parole Ass'n Persp. 1 (1985). 
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cases assigned to each community control officer-Probation and 
Parole Services can advise the courts and Parole Commission that 
the program has reached its limit. Other options must then be used 
until there is an opening in the program. The state correctional 
probation administrator can recommend cases in the program that 
seem suited to lower levels of supervision. The courts can then re
assign those cases to regular probation, thus creating more open
ings in the program for those who need it the most. Clearly, close 
coordination between the courts and the probation department has 
helped ensure that the program runs smoothly. 

Federal Curfew Parole 

The Federal Bureau of Prisons has been faced with both increas
ing fiscal restraints and crowded prisons. One avenue that has 
been used to ease crowding and smooth offenders' transition to the 
community upon release has been to transfer prisoners to privately 
operated community treatment centers to serve the last 120 days of 
their sentences. But contracting for the services of these facilities is 
expensive, costing approximately $30 to $35 a day per offender. Dis
cussions between the bureau and the U.S. Parole Commission re
sulted in the development of the experimental curfew parole pro
gram as an alternative program. 

Selected offenders, with the approval of the parole commissioner 
of the region in which they are detained, are released approxi
mately sixty days early from a community treatment center on the 
condition that they abide by a 9:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. curfew. The 
current nationwide average daily popUlation in the program is ap
proximately 150 parolees. 

To qualify for curfew parole, offenders must-
1. have a parole date, 
2. have been designated to serve the last 120 days of their prison 

sentence in a community treatment center, 
3. have done well in the center for the first 60 days, 
4. have a job, 
5. have a place to live, and 
6. apply for acceptance. 
The tables in appendix A display some characteristics of parolees 

released to the program during May and June of 1986.38 Since this 

38. The Parole Commission provided us with the names and prison register num
bers of offenders who participated in the curfew parole program from May 1986 for
ward. We matched these records with those in the latest available Federal Proba
tion Supervision and Sentencing Information System data base to obtain descriptive 
offense and offender information. The records in the two systems overlapped for 
only two months-May and June of 1986. 
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is a parole, rather than a probation, program, its participants are 
felons who have served significant periods of incarceration. Many 
do not fit the pattern of low-risk offender and insignificant offenses 
typical of many state programs. The parolees were sentenced to a 
median term of five years on the current offense, with only 10 per
cent sentenced to two years or less. The offenses that led to convic
tion mirror those of the general prison popUlation, with more than 
one-third convicted of drug trafficking and approximately one-quar
ter involved in robbery, extortion, 01' racketeering. 

Offenders also had significant criminal records. Sixty-two percent 
had at least one prior conviction, and one-quarter had more than 
two. One-quarter had been convicted of a past offense similar to 
the current offense. Thirty-eight percent had suffered at least one 
prior incarceration of thirty days or more, and more than one-quar
ter had served time on a prior sentence of more than one year. In 
addition to their criminal records, a number of the curfew parolees 
had other problems, as indicated by their conditions of parole. 
Almost one-quarter had some type of aftercare requirement, most 
commonly for drug abuse. 

The savings realized from the program to date have been sub
stantial: The Bureau of Prisons reports that as of February 20, 
1987, $1,121,968 had been saved. And although precise figures are 
currently unavailable, the Parole Commission reports that to date 
only two or three of these offenders have had their parole revoked. 
It is difficult to know how closely the parolees are supervised and 
how regularly violations are reported, so comparing curfew parole 
performance with what would have happened had the offenders re
mained in the community treatment center is impossible. And it is 
important to note that these offenders had already served signifi
cant periods of incarceration. But it seems that the curfew parole 
program has maintained adequate control over these offenders. 
Home confinement may protect the public, even from serious and 
repeat offenders, at significantly less cost than imprisonment. 

Federal District of Nebraska 

In the District of Nebraska, the federal court with the largest 
number of home detainees on probation, offenders take an active 
role in their enlistment in the program.39 Upon conviction, the 

39. Judge Warren Urbom is the district's main proponent of community or home 
confinement and at last count had approved more than forty offender-created alter
native sentence plans. 
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probation office provides offenders with a memorandum encourag
ing them to "take the initiative in presenting the court with infor
mation the court can use in arriving at an appropriate sentence."40 
Offenders are asked for their version of the circumstances sur
rounding the offense. They are advised to seek an evaluation for 
chemical dependency or mental health problems and to make rec
ommendations for a course of treatment. Offenders provide a finan
cial statement and are encouraged to submit a Hproposal in regard 
to monthly payments or services you could perform for the 
victim(s)." 

Offenders are advised of two special alternatives to imprison
ment available in Nebraska: "confined community service" and 
"house arrest." The former is a term of community service with a 
state agency or charitable organization. Offenders generally meet 
with agency personnel to discuss the form and length of service the 
agency could make use of. If the agency is agreeable, offenders are 
housed at the site of their service, paying for their meals and bed 
space. The agency supervises the offender with the help of the pro
bation office. The other alternative, "house arrest," is generally 
home detention accompanied by restitution, community service, or 
both. 

With the help of their attorneys or the Nebraska Center on Sen
tencing Alternatives (NCSA),tl.l a nonprofit clearinghouse for infor
mation and advice concerning the creation of sentence plans, of
fenders develop a proposal for the court. Those who do not use this 
opportunity are excluded from consideration for an alternative sen
tence. The court feels strongly that offender initiative is requisite 
to the successful completion of an alternative sentence. 

1'he probation office and the NCSA use informal guidelines to 
seh.. ~t appropriate offenders for community or home confinement. 
They generally exclude violent offenders. However, the NCSA re
ports that some manslaughter cases, for example, might be appro
priate, and one firearm offender has been assigned to home con
finement. So as not to endanger the public, candidates for the pro
gram must be considered "good risks." The total picture of the seri
ousness of the current offense, prior record, employment, history of 
responsibility, and the need for structure-all figure into the deci
sion. 

40. The information and quotations in this section are from materials provided by 
the probation office in the District of Nebraska, whose chief probation officer is 
Burton L. Matthies. In addition, an interview was conducted with William Beach, 
the probation officer who monitors the home confinement program. 

41. An interview was conducted with Kathy Shada, director of the NCSA. 
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The probation office in Nebraska prepares a presentence investi
gation report for each offender. Although attorneys or individuals 
at the NCSA often coordinate informally with the probation office 
so they can reach a consensus on the appropriate sentence, some
times the judge is presented with competing proposals. 

The district reports that the program is working well. There 
have been no escapes or instances of absconding, though five of the 
thirty-six program participants have had their community confine
ment revoked or have pending hearings for rule violations-typi
cally for alcohol use or a positive drug test. The one concern raised 
about the system, aside from the complaint that judges have not 
used it enough, is that cost is an obstacle for many offenders. 
Paying for restitution in addition to meals and bedding (for those 
residing at community agencies) or) in some cases, paying $100 to 
$200 a month for monitoring Cof home detainees) can be a signifi
cant burden. We return to the Nebraska program in the later sec
tion on methods of monitoring and enforcement. 

Hours and Duration of Home Confinement 

Two questions face any judge considering home confinement as 
part of a sentence: What times of day should I require the offender 
to be at home? And how long should the sentence last? The two are 
obviously related; the fewer the hours of confinement each day, the 
more days the offender can be expected to tolerate the restriction. 
Even a weekly afternoon off may be enough to transform for some 
offenders an otherwise unbearable six months of home incarcer
ation into a difficult but endurable sentence. In addition, the fewer 
the hours of confinement each day, the more days are required to 
equate the punishment of the sentence with twenty-four-hour-a-day 
incarceration. The proper length and duration of the two condi
tions depend, of course, on the purposes of the sentence, an issue 
we explore in depth in a later chapter. Here we describe the expe
rience current programs have had with various curfew times and 
sentence durations. 

Although some sentences of home confinement have lasted up to 
two years, most have been for six months or less. Especially if elec
tronic monitoring is used, long sentences can lead to "cabin fever." 
Officials at one of the largest and oldest monitoring services, Pride, 
Inc.) of West Palm Beach, Florida, believe that 90 to 120 days is the 
most reasonable duration for electronically enforced confine
ment.42 Probation officers we interviewed generally agree with the 

42. See Schmidt, Electronic Monitors. 50 Fed. Probation 56 (l986). 
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six-month limit on the duration of home incarceration. Some feel 
that this is ordinarily the maximum tolerable length even for 
home detention. They note that the difficulty of serving such a sen
tence is underestimated when the isolation is not taken into ac
count. Remaining at home for long periods can be excruciatingly 
boring-a form of solitary confinement. Interestingly, one officer 
noted that many home detainees report that they look forward to 
the visits by probation officers just to know that they have not 
been forgotten. 

On the other hand, living with others creates problems of its 
own. Probation officers described many instances of family conflicts 
bred by having the offender home all day-or even all evening. Of
fenders' jealousy of family members who can move around freely 
appears to be common. In determining the appropriate duration of 
confinement, the unique circumstances of each offender's home 
situation must be taken into account, and careful and continuous 
monitoring of the situation by the supervising officer is necessary. 

Common sense suggests that in some cases ordering an offender 
to stay at home for long periods, and requiring the offender to act 
as his or her own warden, may involve unreasonable expectations. 
In prison, it is simply not possible to act on an impulse to go to a 
movie or celebrate at a party with friends. Prisoners learn to put 
these temptations out of their minds. At home, with no guards or 
prison bars and with enticements all around, the self-control re
quired is beyond the capacity even of many law-abiding citizens
and is much more difficult for often-impulsive criminals. Having 
unrealistic expectations for offenders sets them up for failure. It 
may also decrease the therapeutic value of the program and-be
cause of the need to chase down violators, conduct revocation hear
ings, or reprocess offenders into prison-may ultimately result in 
more time and expense than a standard sentence behind bars. 

There remains disagreement about the duration of long home 
confinement sentences. Since there is little experience with long 
sentences and no empirical research describing optimal sentence 
lengths, much of the disagreement is based not on facts but on dif
ferences of opinion about the purposes and rationale of home con
finement programs. In federal probation programs, the six-month 
period of confinement has been the norm, although there have 
been sentences of up to two years.43 In a number of cases, the sen-

43. The length of curfew parole is considerably shorter, with two months being 
the longest period unless extended by the Parole Commission. 
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tence imposed initially included confinement for more than six 
months, in the expectation that the restrictions would be lifted or 
lessened after six months of satisfactory performance. Such a prac
tice gives the offender a I'eward to work toward. 

Where the home confinement is in the form of detention or 
curfew, setting the specific times for the offender to be at home is 
done through development of a supervision plan. Probation officers 
with whom we spoke believe that setting highly specific schedules 
is critical; if they are too vague or ambiguous the offender is 
unsure of what is expected and is tempted to test the limits of the 
constraint. The probation office may then find it difficult to prove 
that the offender violated a clear condition. Specific schedules also 
set the range of times and places for random contacts by the proba
tion officer.44 Some officers prefer developing supervision plans on 
a month-to-month basis. Such regular planning enables probation 
officers to review offenders' progress in school, in treatment, or in 
other elements of their program of rehabilitation. 

An individualized supervision plan can accommodate various 
needs and life-styles-for example, the particular hours of a work 
shift, attendance at religious services, and the need to be out of the 
home to perform community service or obtain aftercare treatment. 
In one case in the Western District of Missouri, the offender was a 
musician who performed at night in clubs across the state. The 
conditions of his detention required that he be home when not per
forming, but allowed him to continue his career. An additional re
quirement of his probation conditions was that he make an anti
drug announcement during his act. A special form to be signed by 
the bartender after each performance was developed to verify that 
he had appeared and made the announcement. 

A number of federal districts have developed special IIconditions 
of probation" forms for home detainees. These set forth the general 
activities for which the offender may be excused from his or her 
home, along with any other rules and conditions. Within these con
straints, a supervision plan is then tailored to the individual of
fender, usually at a meeting between the offender and the officer 
at the beginning of supervision. For example, in the Eastern Dis
trict of New York the offender and the officer construct a schedule 
of where the offender will be at specific times each day, which the 

44. Setting such schedules may also indicate where the planned method of super
vision has to be modified. For example, it might be impossible for a computer to call 
an offender's place of business if there is no line ort which the offender can take 
calls (e.g., in a factory). The officer could then supplement computerized telephone 
surveillance with collateral contacts with the employer or require submission of pay 
ltubs to verify work attendance. 
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offender must sign. Offenders are given a twenty-four-hour tele
phone number and required to contact the probation officer imme
diately if they must deviate from this plan in any way.45 In addi
tion, each offender must sign a copy of the district's "Guidelines for 
Home Detainees." The court feels that this structure ensures that 
there will be no misunderstanding about the program's rules and 
what would constitute a violation. 

Types of Monitoring and Enforcement 

To determine how controlling, punitive, or therapeutic home con
finement will be-in short, to decide what the sentence actually 
means-we must know if the offender will really stay at home. 
This depends on the type of monitoring used and on the sanctions 
imposed for violations of confinement. Electronic monitoring has 
received the most attention, but is by no means the only or even 
the predominant monitoring method. Probation officer checks, of 
various frequencies and schedules, both by phone and in person, 
are more common. Some jurisdictions have experimented with com
munity volunteers, paid private monitors, or college students. Local 
police have occasionally been enlisted in the effort. 

Role of Probation Officers 

The work of probation officers has long included checking on of
fenders to ensure they were at work, at school, or at home if they 
were so required. But this has usually been in the context of a 
helping relationship; the officer is a counselor, not a constable. 
Monitoring compliance with home confinement is widely seen as a 
different role for probation officers. One put it this way: "Our role 
as probation officers tends to go through cycles of being social 
workers and cops; successful Home Supervision officers tend to 
have more cop traits."46 Some departments faced with this role 
conflict have created separate staff positions for monitoring and 
counseling. Some have hired new staff especially for monitoring 
duty, often choosing former law enforcement officers for the job. 
Training in self-defense has been part of the preparation of officers 
in some jurisdictions. There have been a few calls for the arming of 
surveillance officers, or at least for providing them with radios. 

45. The number given is one in the probation office that is set to forward any call 
after working hours to the officer's home. 

46. Swank, Home Supert.;sion: Probation Really Works, 43 Fed. Probation 50 
(1979). 
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Yet in some cases the intensive contacts between officer and of
fender under home confinement programs can foster a helpirlg re
lationship of greater depth than is possible under normal probation 
supervision. If officers have reduced caseloads so they have the 
time for short (though frequent) counseling, if they work with the 
offender to develop plans for self-improvement as well as schedules 
of confinement, and if they adopt a firm but concerned attitude 
toward the offender, great strides toward rehabilitation are possi
ble. If they are given discretion to grant occasional time off, or 
reduce the level of supervision, the rewards at their disposal to en
courage good behavior are much greater than in normal probation. 

Monitoring involves more phone calls, more travel, and more in
vestigation than does ordinary probation work. The extra time 
needed just to watch each offender requires that caseloads be dra
matically reduced. A limit of twenty cases per officer is common, 
though much depends on the geographical dispersion of the case
load, the frequency of violations, the speed of response to violations 
desired in the jurisdiction, and other factors. 

Checks and Contacts 

The scheduling of checks must be given careful consideration. 
Since evenings and weekends are the most typical times mandated 
for home confinement, checks must be made all week, day or night. 
Ensuring that checks follow no predictable pattern is widely recog
nized as an effective way of guaranteeing that offenders cannot an
ticipate periods of low monitoring. Officers must be available out
side traditional office hours to make the checks and invt?stigate ab
sences. Computerized calling syst~ms can be programmed for essen
tially random checks throughout the day and w~ek, but even with 
an automated system an officer is generally needed to be on call to 
respond to problems. In some jurisdictions officers are equipped 
with beepers so they can be contacted :t' the computer notes a viola
tion. 

Offenders recognize that the odds of evading monitoring are di
rectly related to the frequeilcy of checks. Psychological theory sug~ 
gests an optimal schedule of checks: Supervision should begin with 
frequent random calls. Several immediate follow-ups-in which the 
officer calls again soon after a routine check-are necessary to es
tablish that there is no "safe time" right after a cal1. These are ef
fective early in the confinement for confirming the continuity and 
rigor of monitoring. The frequency of both the checks and the 
follow-ups can then taper down if the offender complies with the 
conditions of confinement. Occasional bursts of higher frequency 
checking throughout the period of supervision would keep the of~ 
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fender from developing clear expectations of the rate of checks for 
any given day. In the words of one officer, "Keeping our clients 
guessing has proven to be highly therapeutic."47 

There is wide variation in the frequency of checks required 
under current programs, ranging from one per month to multiple 
daily contacts. With electronic dialers and verifiers, of course, 
checks can be programmed for virtually any frequency. In some 
federal districts, determining the rate and type of contacts is left to 
the officer's discretion. Other district.s have detailed instructions, 
such as those in place in the Eastern District of Wisconsin. They 
provide that in the first stage of confinement-home detention-of
ficers are to make no fewer than an average of seven contacts per 
week over no fewer than five days. Two of these must be face to 
face in the community; office visits by the offel1der do not count. 
Further, a minimum of two contacts per month with a spouse, 
lover, or family member is required. For the second stage
curfew-the contact level is set at three personal (either face to 
face or telephone) contacts per week. 

In addition to the frequency of checks and contacts, the degree of 
control maintained over an offender depends on what action is 
taken if the offender is found absent. The greatest deterrent would 
be a strict and widely publicized policy of swift and certain revoca
tion and imprisonment following the first violation. But in practice, 
such a policy is generally unworkable and unnecessary. Monitoring 
officers have come to expect offenders to test limits. especially 
early in the supervision. Swift and certain detection of violations is 
critical, but the sanctions for violations can reasonably be cali
brated along a graduated scale. For example, the first absence 
might elicit a warning, the second a warning and an increase in 
contacts, the third a court appearance, and the fourth a revocation. 
Some jurisdictions may be able to experiment with brief inca!ccer
ations 01' cancellations of free time. Florida has decided to establish 
statewide guidelines concerning response to technical violations in 
order to provide more guidance to officers and improve consistency 
across the state.48 

Enforcement of confinement conditions is only partly a function 
of contacts and sanctions. Much also depends on how the supervi
sion is organized and on whether any type of technology is used for 
monitoring. The next sections review ways of structuring home 
confinement case loads and describe the various types of electronic 
monitors. 

47. Id. at 52. 
48. Florida Report, supra note 10, at 17. 
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Structuring Caseloads 

Each probation office must consider the pros and cons of differ
ent ways of dividing the responsibility for supervising home detain
ees. Several distinct alternatives have already emerged, as de
scribed below. 

1. Shared officer responsibility for the caseload. The Eastern 
District of Wisconsin has spread responsibility fol' home detainees 
among its officers. rfhis approach helps combat burnout by giving 
each officer a variety of types of supervision. Each officer becomes 
generally familiar with the program and very familiar with the 
cases assigned to him or her. Wisconsin has the most detailed and 
formalized set of instructions concerning probation officer duties 
under the program-a wise decision for districts using this ap
proach of dividing responsibility, since officers who have not spe
cialized in home confinement may need a policy manual for refer
ence. 

This option is probably the only feasible one where the offenders 
to be supervised reside in a wide geographic area, sections of which 
are assigned to particular officers. The Northern District of West 
Virginia and the Southern District of Texas, where geographic dis
persion is great, use this method. Both of these districts also enlist 
the assistance of local law enforcement officials to spot detainees 
who are not where they are supposed to be. Said one probation offi
cer about a home confinement client, "The town he lives in is so 
small that everyone knows what everyone else is doing. If he's out, 
we'll hear about it."49 

2. Shared officer responsibility for an offender. In Contra Costa 
County, California, each offender is assigned two supervision offi
cers. This approach lets officers split the burden and hours of cov
erage, while remaining familiar with the cases they are supervis
ing. It also helps to provide continuity in the event of personnel 
changes. It may be somewhat more costly, however, to double the 
coverage at sentence-planning conferences with the offender. 

3. Designated program probation officers. In the Eastern Dis
trict of New York and the District of the District of Columbia, a 
specific probation officer handles all home confinement cases. 
These officers have been quite dedicated to the program and are 
experts on its purposes and requirements. They have also become 
very familiar with the offenders and their families. Some have ex
pressed concern over possible burnout, but most officers who take 
on responsibility for the home confinement program in their dis-

49. Telephone interview with James F. Ancell, chief probation officer for the 
Northern District of West Virginia (April 1987l. 
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trict have become champions of what they see as an. exciting inno
vation in supervision. It should be noted, however, that to date the 
home confinement caseloads in these two districts are very small. 50 

4. Voluntary monitoring officers. The federal courts have the 
authority to appoint probation officers with or without compensa
tion. Unpaid officers take the same oath, may perform many of the 
same duties, and are considered employees of the government for 
purposes of legal representation and liability under the Federal 
Tort Claims Act.51 With adequate training in the purposes, proce
dures, and rules of the program, uncompensated officers could be a 
very cost-effective alternative. It seems likely, however, that ensur
ing the quality of supervision would be difficult if supervising offi
cers were not part of the regular probation staff. Although a few 
state programs have experimented with community volunteers to 
help with some aspects of monitoring, we know of no federal pro
grams that rely on unpaid volunteers. 

5. Contract monitoring officers. The District of Nebraska has 
developed a unique supervision system that combines elements of 
voluntary probation officers and private contract monitors. A re
tired law enforcement officer who has the confidence of both the 
probation office and the court has been named a voluntary proba
tion officer, and he undertakes the supervision of almost all home 
detainees. Although he is not compensated by the government, the 
offenders pay him to monitor their compliance with the program. If 
an offender cannot pay, the probation office will supervise his or 
her detention. The probation office feels, however, that 
understaffing prevents it from doing a completely adequate job. 
The supervisor in Nebraska is given high marks for diligence and 
effectiveness; some report that he is a father figure to many offend
ers. His close, almost daily, contacts with the probation office help 
to ensure that the office stays abreast of each offender's progress. 

50. Telephone interviews with EII<lne Terrenzi and Aaron J. Lucas III, probation 
officers in the Eastern District of New York and District of the District of Columbia, 
respectively (April 1987). 

51. This legal opinion is from a letter of Oct. 1, 1986, to Ronald D. Lahners, U.S. 
attorney, Omaha, Neb., from Richard K. Willard, assistant attorney general, Civil 
Division, U.S. Department of Justice, in reply to a request for clarification of 
whether uncompensated probation officers are deemed federal employees for pur
poses of the Federal Tort Claims Act. A copy of the letter, which is on file with the 
general counsel to the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, was provided by the 
probation office for the District of Nebraska. 
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Electronic Monitoring 

Although the idea of using electronics to replace prisons was first 
suggested more than twenty years ago,52 it is only recently that 
electronic monitoring of home detainees has proliferated. The rapid 
growth of this innovation has been remarkable; the first use was in 
December 1984, but by the beginning of 1987, twenty states had 
forty-five programs in operation. And the number continues to 
mushroom as electronic-equipment manufacturers and monitoring 
firms aggressively market their goods and services. Some compa
nies arrange to lease equipment on a trial basis, or even provide 
demonstration units free, in an effort to convince jurisdictions of 
the advantages of the new technology. Only one federal district, 
Southern Florida, currently uses electronic monitoring. Several 
others-Central and Northern California and Arizona-have plans 
to implement it. 

The electronic-monitoring industry is developing so rapidly that 
reports of the available technology must regularly be revised. The 
National Institute of Justice (NIJ) has an ongoing project to survey 
developments in the field, and it publishes a frequently updated 
pamphlet53 describing types of equipment and the latest informa
tion on manufacturers and distributors. The NIJ's typology has 
been adopted in the description of equipment that follows. 54 

Programmed Contact 

Several systems can eliminate the need for probation officers 
personally to phone offenders to check that they are home. Instead, 
a central computer is programmed to call during the hours of con
finement, either randomly or at specified times. The computer 
allows for variation in the frequency of calls for different offenders. 
It records the results of the call and prepares reports on its find
ings for the probation officer. There are several innovative ways in 
which these systems confirm that the offender is home: 

1. Encoded v~rifier wristlet. A wristlet that includes an encoded 
module is strapped to the offender. When the computer calls, the 

52. See SchwitzgebeJ, SchwitzgebeJ, Pahnke & Hurd, A Program of Research in Be
havioral Electronics, 9 Behav. Sci. 233 (1964). See also Ingraham & Smith, The Use 
of Electronics in the Observation and Control of Human Behavior and Its Possible 
Use in Rehabilitation and Control, in J. Susman (ed.), Crime and Justice 1971-1972, 
at 363-77. 

53. Electronic Monitoring Equipment (NCJ-105268) (available from National Insti
tute of Justice/NCJRS, Box 6000, Rockville, Md. 20850). 

54. For reviews of the work at the NIJ, see Ford & Schmidt, Monitoring Offend
ers at Work and at Home Through Electronics, in NIJ Reports 2-6 (SNI 194, Novem
ber 1985). See also Schmidt, supra note 42, at 56. 
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offender must insert the module into a verifier box connected to 
the phone. Only the correct module inserted into the box is ac
cepted as confirmation that the offender is home. Removal of the 
wristlet, or even an attempt to do so, can be detected by the proba
tion officer during a personal contact, though there is no way to 
detect removal without such a personal check. 

2. Voice verification. Upon assignment to the program, offend
ers must produce a voice sample that is analyzed and stored by the 
central computer. When the computer calls to verify that the of
fender is at home, he or she is required to repeat certain phrases. 
Comparison of the original sample with the offender's voice may 
detect an impostor. No special equipment in the home is required, 
and nothing is worn by the offender. 

3. Numbel' code wristwatch. Offenders wear tamper-proof wrist
watches with a band containing an electric circuit. The watches are 
programmed to provide a unique code number to each offender at 
any given time. When the central computer-which knows the 
code-calls offenders' homes, they must enter the time and code 
number via their touch-tone phones. Only the person wearing the 
watch can know the right code. If the electric circuit in the band is 
broken, the code number will no longer be correct, thus signaling 
that the offender has removed or tampered with th~ watch. 

4. Visual verification. A visual telephone is installed in the of
fender's home. Three-inch, black-and-white still pictures of the 
person answering the phone, as well as of the caller, can be trans
mitted over the phone lines upon request. A monitoring officer, or 
a computer equipped with voice synthesizer (capable of up to nine 
calls in a twelve-hour period), calls the offender and requests that 
he or she transmit any of a variety of profile or frontal shots. By 
varying the views requested, offenders are prevented from using a 
head-and-shoulders photograph to fool the system. Someone famil
iar with the appearance of the offender must inspect the photos 
and confirm their veracity, though they can be stored in computer 
memory for later verification. 

5. Pagers. Offenders carry a digital read-out pager. It periodi
cally signals them to call a specified number to confirm their pres
ence. The central computer then uses voice identification to con
firm that the caller is the offender. It can also verify the location 
from which the call was made. Offenders need not have phones in 
their homes, since the pager does the "calling," but they must have 
close access to a phone so they can return the call immediately to 
verify their presence at a permitted location. 

These programmed-contact systems have the advantages of sim
plicity, lower cost, and a reduction of false alarms. Some do not re-
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quire the offender to bear the stigma of a visible transmitter or 
"electronic shackle." It is reported that the wristlet verifier can 
alert officers to offenders who are drinking, since they have trouble 
inserting the device into the verifier box.55 Offenders, family mem
bers, and even neighbors of offenders under monitoring by these 
systems report, however, that the frequent and generally imper
sonal phone calls are annoying. And to be completely adequate, 
some calls must be placed in the middle of the night, which re
quires that offenders awaken to verify their presence. Although 
this may add to the punitiveness of the confinement, it is also 
likely to foster resentment. 

Probation officers view these systems as affording less control 
than the continuous-signal devices described below, and they have 
most often been used with less serious offenders. They may not in
still the same sense of uninterrupted monitoring as do the systems 
to which we now turn. 

Continuous-Signal Devices 

The other approach to electronic-monitoring systems involves a 
miniaturized transmitter worn by offenders. These devices send an 
encoded radio signal to a receiver-dialer, generally six to ten times 
a minute, which is usually located in the offender's home. The 
signal can be detected in a range of 100-200 feet. The receiver
dialer periodically calls a central computer over normal telephone 
lines to report whether it is detecting the signals. The central com
puter compares the data from the receiver-dialer with the offend
er's schedule and writes reports on the offender's activities. The 
computer systems vary in how they respond to a confinement viola
tion. Some simply note the violation and its duration in a printout 
to be examined at the supervisor's leisure. Others can alert the 
probation officer immediately by means of a pager or phone call. 

The receiver-dialers are plugged into the standard wall outlets 
typical of modern telephone equipment. Offenders can use their 
regular phone line for the monitoring calls, though the receiver
dialer will interrupt any voice transmission taking place during its 
periodic calls to the central computer. Offenders and their families 
have learned to avoid making calls during the times the line will 
be needed by the monitoring system. One type of receiver-dialer 
uses a long-range wireless repeater system instead of phone lines. 
Another is portable and can be carried in the car of the supervising 
officer. It detects the transmitter's signal within approximately a 
one-block radius. 

55. Ford & Schmidt, supra note 54, at 6. 
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The transmitters, which are approximately the size of a cigarette 
package, are designed to be worn around the neck or ankle and are 
attached with a plastic strap. Tampering can be detected upon in
spection. At least one device also detects if it is removed and alerts 
the central computer. Some offenders have complained of skin irri
tation around the ankle, but this can usually be prevented by wear
ing a sock. The transmitter is visible, and some offenders have re
fused to wear it because they feared it would attract unwanted at
tention and interfere with their work. 

Although the range of signal detection is generally as adver
tised-IOO to 200 feet~-some rooms or buildings have obstacles that 
interfere with transmission. Cast-iron fixtures, appliances with 
motors creating an electromagnetic field, stucco houses or mobile 
homes, immersion in water, nearby broadcast transmitters, or air
port landing beams operating in the same general frequency can 
attenuate the signal. Even body bqlk between transmitter and 
signal, as can happen in certain sleeping postures, has interfered 
with the signal from some early transmitter models. 56 Weather 
conditions can cause power surges that may interfere with trans
mission, unless a surge protector is part of the system. Some com
panies provide battery backups to operate the system in case of a 
power outage. The quality of the phone lines in a particular com
munity can also affect the reliability of the monitoring, and pro
spective buyers should therefore test proposed systems under local 
conditions. 5 7 

Experience suggests that if an absence is registered at the 
central computer, it is helpful to place an immediate phone call to 
the offender's home to confirm the absence or establish that it was 
a false alarm. Without an immediate phone verification, offenders 
may claim that the detected absence was a false alarm. The super
vising officer must then establish whether there is a possible trans
mission problem in the offender's home or some other legitimate 
explanation for the alarm. Concerns over the admissibility of com
puter records at revocation hearings have led some jurisdictions to 
require offenders to sign waivers relinquishing their right to con
test the introduction of the records at such a hearing. 

A very thorough check at the beginning of supervision may iden
tify dead spots early and preclude offenders from claiming trans
mission problems. Simply moving appliances or the receiver is 
often enough to solve a problem. At least one company places 
signal repeater stations in the offender's home to avoid trans mis-

56. Perrey & Bell, Evaluation of Electronic Monitoring Devices (NBSIR 86-3501) 
(National Bureau of Standards December 1986). 

57. Schmidt, supra note 42, at 58. 
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sion blocks between the main receiver and the transmitter. Offend
ers may need to be prohibited from going to certain areas, even 
within the normal range of transmission, if their presence cannot 
reliably be established there because of transmission problems. One 
offender reportedly had to live with a relative during confinement 
because the transmission difficulties were too great at his home. 

The pl'ocedure followed in a large program58 using continuous
signal devices begins with offenders coming to the supervision 
office at the start of confinement to meet the supervising officer. 
The officer stl'aps the transmitter to the ankle using a pop-riveter. 
Straps are checked at least weekly thereafter for tampering. The 
offender may be instructed in the installation of the receiver-dialer 
and given one to take home, or the officer may go to the home with 
the offender to install it. Installation consists simply of unplugging 
the phone jack from the wall, plugging the receiver-dialer in its 
place, and then plugging the phone into the receiver-dialer. Checks 
of the system are conducted to establish its range and any trans
mission dead spots. Back at the office, the officer programs the 
central computer with the offender's schedule. Once the transmit
ter is strapped on, the receiver-dialer plugged in, and the computer 
programmed, monitoring can begin. 

Responsibility for Monitoring 

Electronic-monitoring programs have developed different ap
proaches to the maintenance of equipment and the auditing of re
ports. Some jurisdictions prefer to buy or lease the equipment, and 
then run the monitoring progl'am /lin house." This permits greater 
control over procedures and offers personnel a better chance to 
become familiar with the devices and their potential and limita
tions. It also requires more staff resources and a greater commit
ment on the part of probation officers to work evenings and week
ends. 

In some areas, private groups do some or all of the monitoring 
for the probation office under contract. They audit the transmis
sion reports-twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week if de
sired-and report violations to the probation office. Arrangements 
can generally be made for immediate notification of violations or 
for more general reporting at specified times. Contractors may be 
given the duty of verifying reported absences by calling the offend
er's home; only if the absence was confirmed would the on-call pro
bation officer be notified. 

58. See, e.g., the account of Pride, Inc., in Ford & Schmidt, supra note 54, at 3. 
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Electronic monitoring can supplement and even supplant the 
routine and frequent checks required to ensure offenders are com
plying with confinement conditions. In some cases monitoring can 
be conducted from the office, with little need for officers to make 
field trips to offenders' homes or workplaces. But ordinarily, pro
grams maintain some schedule of continued personal contact. Of
fenders may be required to come to the probation office, where 
straps and transmitters can be checked for tampering, fees col
lected, and progress with the self-improvement program reviewed. 
One survey of twenty programs59 found that twelve maintained 
one personal contact per week, two required at least three, and one 
required five. 

In summary, electronic monitoring is new. Research into its reli
ability and effectiveness, reviewed in the later chapter on empirical 
issues, has just begun. Results will not be available for several 
years. Media coverage has familiarized people with the basic de
vices, but more intensive education about this technology, for both 
criminal justice authoriti·("s and the public, is needed. Departments 
of probation and others who are considering using these devices 
should conduct careful feasibility studies and be thorough compari
son shoppers. 6o 

Offender Fee Assessments 

A program option that appeals to many is offender fee assess
ments to defray the costs of supervision. Eleven out of seventeen 
programs responding to a survey of electronic-monitor users re
ported charging offenders to help cover the expense of the pro
gram. 61 In some jurisdictions fees are collected by the probation 
office; in others private contractors providing monitoring services 
charge and collect the fees. 

59. T. Armstrong, G. Reiner & J. Phillips, supra note 32, at 18. 
60. For a recent review of the administrative and policy considerations surround

ing the implementation of an electronic-monitoring program, see C. Friel, J. Vaughn 
& R. del Carmen, Electronic Monitoring and Correctional Policy: The Technology 
and Its Application (NCJ-104817) (available from National Institute of Justice/ 
NCJRS, Box 6000, Rockville, Md. 20850). The National Institute of Justice's pam
phlet Electronic Monitoring Equipment, supra note 53, provides addresses and 
phone numbers of companies offering surveillance systems. Sales representatives in 
this highly competitive business are generally quite willing to provide brochures 
and demonstrations of their equipment and to answer questions. We know of at 
least one company that has provided equipment for use with offenders on a trial 
basis. 

61. T. Armstrong, G. Reiner & J. Phillips, supra note 32, at 21. 
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A wide range of fees is reported among the different programs, 
and even within single programs. Foul' of the surveyed programs 
charge $7 a day; three charge $9, $6, or $4; and four use a sliding 
scale ranging from $6 to $15 per day depending on the offender's 
ability to pay. Several charge an initial equipment-installation fee 
of $25 to $50. One developer suggested that programs should con
sider imposing a one-time fee of $500 to minimize the paperwork 
and time consumed by periodic fee collection. Not only electronic
monitoring programs charge fees. The private supervision officer 
used in the federal District of Nebraska charges approximately 
$150 a month to defray the costs of telephone calls and home visits. 
Florida's state-run community control program charges $30 a 
month in supel'vision fees and reports a 97 percent collection 
rate. 62 

Judges may have the authority to require offenders to pay for 
the cost of their supervision, though the basis fqr this authority is 
not perfectly clear.63 Fee arrangements are often part of a volun
tary alternative sentencing plan-not a mandatory requirement. 
Offenders accede to the fee assessment as part: of the sentencing 
agreement. As described above, Nebraska offenders design their 
own alternative sentences and submit a proposal to the judge. The 
contract and fee arrangement with the private supervision officer 
is part of the plan. Program developers believe that offenders are 
prevented from arguing that they were 'Iforced" to pay their own 
warden because they could have designed a different alternative or 
declined to participate in the program. 

Closing home confinement programs to otherwise qualified of
fenders solely because they cannot pay for supervision raises ethi
cal and legal concerns. Excluding indigents from consideration for 

62. Flol'ida Report, supra note 10, at 16. 
63. State courts ha.ve upheld requirement.s that nonindigents pay for their proba

tion supervision. See Arizona v. Smith, 576 P.2d 533 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1978). Several 
federal jurisdictions currently require offenders t('l bear the costs of meeting proba
tion conditions of treatment or training and the costs of surveillance under home 
confinement. 18 U.S.C. § 3651 grants judges the authority to require offenders to 
pay the costs of residence in a community treatment center, but it is silent regard
ing the costs of other community supervision. Some may argue that home confine
ment is analogous to a community treatment center and that fee assessment is thus 
authorized. Others may argue that since the statute is explicit on the centers but 
silent on home confinement, fee assessment in the latter case is excluded. Probation 
conditions requiring payments to charitable 01' other groups not damaged by the 
crime have been precluded as beyond the authority of federal judges. Sce United 
States v. John Scher Presents, Inc., 746 F.2d 959 (3d Cir. 1984). The general counsel 
to the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts has not issued advice on the legality 
of these probation conditions and urges caution as well as experimentation. Tele
phone conversation with David N. Adair, Jr., assistant general counsel (May 14, 
1987). 
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a sentence of home confinement may be unconstitutional. Commen
tators foresee a challenge to this practice under the Fourteenth 
Amendment's due process and equal protection clauses. 64 Once an 
offender has been given a sentence of probation, revoking home 
confinement and imprisoning the offender for failure to pay super
vision costs are almost certainly violations of due process, absent 
findings that the offender was somehow responsible for the failure 
and that alternative forms of punishment are inadequate. 65 

Many programs make provisions for indigent offenders, even if 
financially able offenders are required to pay. In Nebraska, a quar
ter of the program participants were supervised by the probation 
office and not by the private contractor. Some jurisdictions report 
that the majority of the offenders under their supervision are indi
gent. At present, caution and fairness require that some sliding
scale fee arrangement or a budget adequate to pay for the supervi
sion of indigents is needed to ensure that programs are open to all 
qualified offenders, regardless of ability to pay. 

64. See del Carmen & Vaughn, supra note 26, at 66. 
65. In the case of Bearden v. Georgia, 461 U.S. 660 (1983), the U.S. Supreme Court 

invalidated under the due process clause a revocation of an indigent's probation for 
failure to pay fines and restitution, absent a finding of fault and inadequate alterna
tives. Yet in dicta in the same opinion, the Court stated that a "defendant's poverty 
in no way immunizes him from punishment. Thus, when determining initially 
whether the State's penological interests require imposition of a term of imprison
ment, the sentencing court can consider the entire background of the defendant, in
cluding his employment history and financial resources." 461 U.S. at 669-70. 
Whether the state's legitimate penological interests include requiring offenders to 
pay for their own supervision remains unclear. 
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IV. HOME CONFINEMENT AND 
SENTENCING GOALS 

An evaluation of home confinement must look at how well it ac
complishes the goals of sentencing. Agreement on these goals, how
ever, has never been unanimous. 6o To the extent that a particular 
sentence satisfies several goals, there is no conflict; but when goals 
conflict one must choose among them in fashioning appropriate 
sentences. Examples of these conflicts are well known: The 
nondangerous person who commits a serious crime under unique 
pressures-does one punish for the crime or take account of the 
probability that it will never happen again? The young offender 
who does not seem committed to a life of crime, but who could suc
cumb to the criminogenic milieu of prison-does one imprison and 
risk creating a new career criminal, or release to the community at 
the expense of giving the punishment deserved? 

Home confinement, because of the wide range of options and con
ditions it makes possible, promises to reduce these conflicts. Espe
cially when a variety of additional conditions and resources are 
available-such as community service, drug testing and treatment, 
or education and job training-judges can dispense both justice and 
rehabilitative treatment while significantly incapacitating the of
fender. Sentences can be tailored to each individual and each 
crime.67 This chapter attempts to identify the issues that should be 

66. See 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(2) for the factors and purposes to be considered in im
posing criminal sentences. The list is exhaustive but not necessarily consistent. The 
approach of the U.S. Sentencing Commission is found on page 1.3 of the April 13 
draft of its Sentencing Guidelines and Policy Statements for the Federal Courts. In
stead of choosing among the competing "philosophies" of sentencing, the commis
sion adopts an "empirical approach," basing its recommendations on data describing 
current sentencing practices. The commission writes that "[a]s a practical matter, in 
most sentencing decisions both philosophies may prove consistent with the same 
result." But see Dissenting View of Commissioner Paul H. Robinson on the Promul
gation of Sentencing Guidelines by the United States Sentencing Commission 3-4 
(May I, 1987). 

67. Perhaps the most extreme examples of letting home confinement fit the crime 
are pl'ovided by two California cases. Milton Avol, a Los Angeles landlord, was 
found guilty of repeatedly failing to repair safety code violations and clean up five 
blighted apartment buildings. He was sentenced to thirty days in jail and another 
thirty days under home confinement in one of his own tenements. David Wayte, a 
conscientious objector convicted of failing to register for the draft, was sentenced to 
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addressed when fashioning a sentence of home confin.ement to sat
isfy various goals; it also reports the available information on how 
well home confinement is meeting these goals. 

Home Confinement as Punishment and Deterrence 

The sentencing model based on the IIjust deserts" of crime has 
recently been expanded to probation and other non prison sanc
tions.68 The principles of this model generally require that offend
ers be punished proportionately to the seriousness and harm of the 
crime. In this way justice will be done and future crimes will be 
deterred. The legislature is charged with determining the general 
gravity of crimes; refinements are made by the sentencing judge. 
Judges, especially when considering a novel sentence such as home 
confinement, face the difficult task of deciding how punishing the 
sentence will be perceived to be-both by the offender and by the 
public. 

Many people remember being sent to their rooms or grounded by 
their parents for misbehavior. There was no doubt about the pur
pose of these measures-it was punishment. We can imagine being 
forced to stay at home; although it might not be too disagreeable 
for a while, for most people home confinement would at some point 
become unpleasant and, hence, punishing. Interviews with offend
ers under home confinement confirm that it can be a very punish
ing experience. Some have refused to participate in home confine
ment programs, once they learned of the strict rules, because they 
felt it would be easier to spend the time in jail. 

Yet just how punishing home confinement would be would 
depend on the duration of the confinement (unlike prison, the 
second month could be much more punishing than the first), how 
much time one normally spent at home, what kind of house one 
had, and myriad other factors. Sentences to prison also differ in 
degree of punitiveness depending on the particular prison, the of
fender's quality of life outside prison, and other factors. But the 
problem of punitiveness seems even more significant for home con
finement, where the variety of homes and life-styles is much 
greater than the variety of prisons. And if judges may sentence to 

six months of home confinement, with an additional condition barring him from 
performing any community service during that period. The judge reasoned that 
community service was a pleasure for someone as morally sensitive as Mr. Wayte. 

68. For the theory of sentences as "just deserts," see Singer, Just Deserts: Sen
tencing Based on Equality Deserts (Ballinger 1979): von Hirsch, Doing Justice: The 
Report of the Committee for the Study of Incarceration (Hill & Wang 1976). For its 
extension to non prison sanctions, see Thomson, supra note 8, at 101-35. 
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either prison or home confinement, they have the additional prob
lem of finding the home confinement sentence that is equal in pun
ishment to the corresponding term of imprisonment. Methods for 
solving some of these equating problems are discussed in the next 
chapter. 

Note that equating the punitiveness of home confinement and 
other sentences with that of imprisonment cannot be reconciled 
with making home confinement a voluntary program. Naturally, 
people will be ambivalent about volunteering for a program that 
they feel is just as harsh as going to prison. This is not a problem, 
however, if the sentence is mandatory. 

Perception of the Offender and the Community 

The offender's perception of the punitiveness of a sentence is 
central to any attempt to make the punishment fit the crime. The 
community's perception is critical as well, not only because it af
fects the appearance of justice but also because the effectiveness of 
the law as a deterrent depends on everyone's understanding that 
lawbreaking will lead to real punishment. 

There is no empirical research documenting public opinion about 
home confinement. The literature contains anecdotal accounts both 
of favorable media coverage and widespread community satisfac
tion and of attempts to keep home confinement programs low-key 
to avoid negative public reactions. Much depends on the effective
ness of public education and on luck; a violent crime committed by 
a home detainee early in a program's history may be enough to 
spoil its reputation in some jurisdictions. Authorities need to be 
sensitive to the local climate. Members of Mothers Against Drunk 
Drivers (MADD) have been cdtics of home confinement in some ju
risdictions, in part because driving-while-intoxicated offenders have 
been frequent participants in existing programs. Yet in other 
locales, organizations such as MADD have been supportive after ef
forts to educate the victims' rights groups and coordinate program 
development with them. 

Equating Sentences 

How is a judge to decide whether a sentence of home confine
ment will be adequate punishment? How long should the sentence 
be, and what conditions should it have? The issue has generally 
been approached by trying to equate days of home confinement 
with days in prison. Most state systems have settled on ratios of 
three to five days of home confinement for one day of imprison-
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ment.69 Generally, this represents three to five days of detention 
or curfew, not strict incarceration. Early drafts of proposed federal 
sentencing guidelines included various formulas for equating sen
tences: One version equated two weeks in prison with four weeks of 
home incarceration, with eighty hours of community service, or 
with fines equaling 15 percent of the average annual available 
income. A later draft allowed one month of home detention as a 
substitute for 011e month of imprisonment, up to a maximum of six 
months. As described in the final chapter, the new sentencing 
guidelines submitted to Congress do not permit any substitution of 
home confinement for required minimum terms of imprisonment, 
and offer no formula for equating home confinement with discre
tionary imprisonment. 

Preliminary research recently completed suggests that public 
perception of the equivalence of home confinement with imprison
ment does not follow a simple ratio such as three to one.70 Nor can 
one evaluate the equivalenca of' home confinement with prison 
without a clear idea of the hours and durations involved and of the 
type of monitoring and enforcement. Nor does it seem fair to fix a 
ratio for all offenders without considering their particular homes 
(Does the home include an indoor pool, or is it rat-infested?) and 
life-styles (Does the offender live alone or with a large and loving 
family?). Though data have not yet been gathered, it seems likely 
that offenders who have previous incarcerations find prison less 
punitive than do those who have never been behind bars. Certainly 
the additional conditions of the sentence, such as fines and commu
nity service, also contribute to its total pUl1itiveness. 

Although perfect equating formulas applicable to all offenders 
and circumstances remain beyond our grasp, we can be sure that 
some home confinement programs are perceived to be equally or 
even more punishing than imprisonment. In New Jersey, 15 per
cent of prisoners withdrew their application to the program, usu-

69. J. Petersilia, supra note 7, 
70. A pilot study, conducted by Eric Kane in the Department of Psychology at 

Johns Hopkins University, asked two hundred students how many months of home 
detention they would accept in lieu of various length a of imprisonment. The average 
ratio was six months of detention for the first month of prison and four and one-half 
additional months for the second month of prison. The curve then flattened, with 
four additional months of detention for each additic>nal month of prison. This pre
liminary finding suggests that constant ratios do not adequately reflect the per
ceived punishment of honte confinement. The relationship is curvilinear, with the 
first two months of prison being consiJered more punishing than later months. A 
report of this study is on file at the Research Division of the Federal Judicial 
Center. Interviews with offenders having experience in both prison and home con
finement suggest that home confinement is much more punishing than the public 
realizes. Personal communication, Charles M. Friel (Dean, Criminal Justice Center, 
Sam Houston State University), Washington, D.C. (June 29, 1987). 
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ally because they discovered they would be paroled without curfew 
in just a few more months and therefore saw home confinement as 
more punitive than remaining in prison.7 1 Florida has also had of
fenders turn down community control in favor of prison.72 

Home Confinement as a Method of 
Protecting the Public 

An alternative model of sentencing looks not at past behavior 
but at the chances of future crime.73 If home confinement is to be 
used for reducing the probability of recidivism, considerations 
other than its punitiveness bee-lme relevant. The goal is to main
tain control over offenders who are the most likely to commit new 
crimes, especially violent ones. Of course, we could maintain virtu
ally complete control if we imprisoned all offenders for the maxi
mum term possible, but at some point the costs of control outweigh 
its benefits. 

The goal of selective incapacitation is to identify offenders with 
the greatest chance of recidivism and use expensive prison re
sources for them. Offenders with less risk can be adequately con
trolled by home confinement; the best risks are candidates for rela
tively inexpensive probation. Decisions about the necessary level of 
control should be based on a valid assessment of offender risk. To 
date, no empirical methods have been developed specifically for 
evaluating the risk of escape or criminal activity b;? offenders while 
in home confinement, an issue that is addressed in the next chap
ter.74 

Obviously, a sentence to home incarceration, enforced by contin
uous electronic monitoring and immediate follow-up of all noted 
absences, contains more elements of control than a nighttime 
curfew checked two or three times a week. To assess how incapaci
tating home confinement is in their jurisdiction, judges must com
municate with probation officers to gain an understanding of the 
local department's monitoring and enforcement policies. 

Data on how well home confinement programs control offenders 
are sparse. Florida reports a revocation rate of 20.6 percent and an 

71. Pearson & Bibel, supra note 35, at 26. 
72. Flynn, supra note 37, at 68. 
73. See T. Clear & V. O'Leary, Controlling the Offender in the Community (Lex

ington Books 1984)j V. O'Leary & T. Clear, Directions for Community Corrections in 
the 1990's (U.S. Department of Justice, National Institute of Corrections, 1984). 

74. Telephone interview with Stephen Gottfredson, Temple University, Philadel
phia, Pa. (March 1987). Dr. Gottfredson is an expert in risk assessment. 
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escape rate of 5.9 percent among the 17,952 offenders placed in the 
state's program between October 1983 and April 1987.15 Of the rev
ocations, 12.9 percent were for technical violations, and 7.8 percent 
were for new misdemeanors or felonies. 76 About 30 percent of the 
offenders in New Jersey's intensive supervision program are ex
pelled in the first eighteen months of supervision (most for curfew 
violation or drug use detected through urinalysis); 10 percent 
commit new crimes while in the program (most are misdemeanors 
such as possession of marijuana). The EMT survey of twenty elec
tronic-monitoring programs found that 96 percent of 973 offenders 
completed program requirements without incident. 77 Only 1.3 per
cent escaped, and 2.8 percent were given technical violations for 
breaking curfew, drug/treatment violations, or attempting to fool 
the monitoring equipment. 

If offenders go to prison, their recidivism rate for the period of 
incarceration presumably approaches zero. If recidivism during in
capacitation is the primary consideration, then the only advantage 
of home confinement is its relatively low price. But if home con
finement better prepares offenders for postsentence life by allowing 
them to maintain employment, get off drugs, or stay in school, then 
the more appropriate comparison is recidivism in the long term, 
after the completion of the sentence. Such data are not yet avail
able. Furthermore, if home confiMment is used for people who 
would have received less intensive supervision under probation, 
rates for these two levels of supervision must be compared to see if 
the increased control is worth the price. More research is needed to 
establish the degree of control provided by home confinement. A 
discussion of the methodological problems raised by such research 
is found in the next chapter. 

75. Florida Report, supra note 10, at 1 (Apr. 27,1987, n!1date). 
76. In the past nine months, fourteen offenders in the community control pro

gram have committed homicides or manslaughter, Telephone interview with Rich
ard Nimar, Florida Department of Corrections (June 23, 1987). This is considered a 
reasonably good record, given that Florida's program, by far the nation's largest, 
has included many repeat and serious offenders. An analysis of the offenses leading 
to placement in the program for a sample of 2,727 offenders revealed that 1.4 per
cent were guilty of murder or manslr;ughter, 4.4 percent of sexual offenses, 3.9 per
cent of robbery, and 3 percent of weapons offenses. Florida Report, supra note 10, at 
29. Florida has now increased its use of electronic monitoring and presentence in
vestigations in a further effort to identify and conh'ol dangerous offenders. 

77. T. Armstrong, G. Reiner & J. Phillips, supra note 32, at 23. 
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Home Confinement as Training and Treatment 

Beyond mere incapacitation, many believe that sentences can 
and should help offenders become productive citizens. 7 8 Home con
finement is widely regarded as holding great promise as a rehabili
tative tool, but its therapeutic use has just begun to be explored. At 
a minimum, keeping offenders at home shields them from the 
sometimes criminogenic conditions of prison life. When disruptions 
to family life and employment are reduced, the offender is less 
likely to develop a criminal outlook and life-style. There are anec
dotal reports that offenders can learn to structure their time, 
budget their money, and generally make significant changes in 
their habits under the enforced regime of home confinement. They 
sometimes stop taking their spouses for granted, make improve
ments around the house, and find time to study. 

The home does not in itself offer any systematic treatment or 
training. Community mental health, counseling, and educational 
services must be relied on to provide the needed professional assist
ance. In some jurisdictions, notably Florida, organizations offering 
treatment or willing to participate in overseeing offenders in public 
service are catalogued for the use of judges and probation officers 
when fashioning individualized sentences. Judges can thus order 
participation in such programs as part of the sentence. The success 
of these efforts depends to a great extent on the quality and variety 
of available community resources. 

Ideally, each offender develops a self-improvement plan with the 
supervising officer. The plan incorporates the offender's unique 
needs, problems, and capabilities, and includes specific objectives 
and completion times. Some jurisdictions require offenders to keep 
daily activity logs. Supervising officers are authorized to inspect 
these logs at will. Logs can help offenders learn to structure their 
time and learn new habits, as well as provide a further check that 
they are complying with the plan. The primary responsibility for 
implementing the plan is shared by the offender and the supervis
ing officer, though it may be therapeutic for a judge periodically to 
admonish or commend the offender from the bench. Time away 
from home or reductions in frequency of checks might be used as a 

78. For the classic argument for treating instead of punishing criminals, see K. 
Menninger, The Crime of Punishment (1966). J. Smykla, Probation and Parole: 
Crime Control in the Community (1984) provides the traditional rehabilitation 
model of probation. 
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reward for successful completion of curricula or other good behav
ior.7u 

To provide a sense of the rehabilitative potential of home con
finement combined with additional sentencing options, a brief 
survey of the most common additional program elements is pre
sented below. 

Drug Testing and Alcohol Monitoring 

Research has demonstrated a link between the use of narcotics 
or other hard drugs and criminal behavior.8o The frequency of 
crimes committed by given individuals is related to their current 
drug habits; the more they use, the more likely they are to commit 
crimes. The identification, monitoring, and control of drug and al
cohol use appear likely to help protect society and rehabilitate 
many offenders. New testing technologies enable the detection of 
drug use at a speed and reliability only recently possible. Devices 
currently under development, for example, will permit the 
breathalyzer monitoring of alcohol consumption through telephone 
contact. 

All but six of the thirty-one states with intensive supervision pro
grams include drug testing as a routine or optional component, and 
all of the programs including home confinement require it. 81 In 
the case of postconviction probation, evidence of drug use consti
tutes a violation of probation and could result in revocation. Test
ing thus minimizes the possibility that the offender, though staying 
at home, is nonetheless continuing a life-style leading to future 
crime. 

Preliminary research suggests that testing for use of hard drugs 
as an additional condition of home confinement may reduce the 
risk of recidivism. For more than three years, the District of Co
lumbia has experimented with prearraignment drug screening of 
arrestees and mandatory regular drug testing as a condition of pre
trial release. 82 Upon arrest, more than half the defendants in the 

79. See Gable, Application of Personal Telemonitoring to Current Problems in Cor
rections, 14 J. Crim. Just. 167, 174 (1986), for additional suggestions on the use of 
electronic monitors for rehabilitation. 

80. Gropper, Probing the Links Between Drugs and Crime, in Research in Brief 
<National Institute of Justice February 1985). 

81. Byrne, supra note 11. 
82. M. Toborg, Remarks at a seminar at the Federal Judicial Center, Washington, 

D.C. !December 1986>. An evaluation of the pretrial screening and testing of juve
niles will not be completed for several years. The as-yet-unpublished data discussed 
in this section were distributed at the seminar. 
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program test positive for heroin, cocaine, methadone, PCP, or am
phetamine. The judge is given the test results and has the option of 
making mandatory drug testing a condition of release. Pretrial 
rearrest and failure-to-appear rates are uniformly higher for drug 
users than for non-drug users. Rearrest rates for June 1985-Jun13 
1986 were 21 percent and 14 percent for users and nonusers, re·· 
spectively.83 There is some preliminary evidence that regular test
ing can lower rearrest rates; 33 percent of users given no follow-up 
testing, 30 percent given one to three follow-up tests, and 14 per
cent given four or more tests were rearrested. 

Community-Based Treatment and Training 

With creativity on the part of judges and probation officers, and 
with adequate resources available in the community, home confine
ment and the close supervision it entails afford an opportunity to 
fashion truly comprehensive self-improvement plans. Completion of 
adult literacy courses staffed by volunteers or of high-school 
equivalency studies, for example, can often be accomplished at 
home or with short trips to school. With judicial permission, special 
rewards for attaining treatment goals, such as Saturday nights out, 
can be used as inducements. In some jurisdictions, probat.ion offices 
offer group therapy for home detainees, giving them a chance to 
get out of the house while still under close control. Other treat
ment resources can surely be identified or developed in most juris
dictions. 

Cost~Effectiveness of Home Confinement 

One of the appeals of home confinement is that it promises to ac
complish sentencing goals in a cost-effective way. In a period of 
government austerity, decision makers must ask whether the sav
ings or expenses of home confinement justify its risks and benefits. 
If home confinement is used to divert offenders from jail, we must 
consider: How much of an increase in the risk of new crimes are 
we willing to accept to save money and prison space? When in
creasing the level of probation, we must ask: How much gain in 
protection for society do we need to justify the cost of increased 
probation supervision? It is not always clear from what point of 
view one should approach the cost/benefit analysis-that of the 
courts, the prisons, the government in. general, or society as a 

83. Carver, Drugs and Crime: Controlling Use and Reducing Risk Through Test· 
ing, in National Institute of Justice Reports (September/October 1986). 
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whole? The problem can get complex indeed when one tries to con
sider the cost of prisons, the cost of probation monitoring, injuries 
to victims of crimes, the expense of supporting incarcerated offend
ers' families with public assistance, and so on. 

Exact calculations are further complicated by many factors spe
cific to each jurisdiction. If home confinement programs divert sub
stantial numbers from prison, they could relieve pressure for new 
prison construction. We know of no programs, however, that have 
enabled a jurisdiction to close prisons or layoff prison employees 
because of the savings created by home confinement. Most savings 
have been limited to reduction of minor expenses such as food 
costs, although the curfew parole program has significantly re
duced the Bureau of Prisons' community confinement expendi
tures. 

Another cost consideration if a program is to include electronic 
monitoring is the initial expense of purchasing equipment. Al
though this can be considerable, the longei' the equipment is used, 
the greater the jurisdiction's return on the initial investment. 
Some companies lease the equipment. For example, visual verifica
tion monitoring equipment can be leased for thirty-six-month peri
ods, at a cost that reportedly averages approximately $1.35 a day 
per offender-assuming the equipment is fully utilized for the 
period of the lease. Leasing permits programs to take advantage of 
new technological developments, instead of wedding them to a par
ticular type of equipment. 

'{'he Rand Corporation has computed rough comparisons of the 
cost of alternative sentences in its "Innovations in Probation" 
survey. Each type of sentence has a wide range of costs, depending 
on local programs and conditions. Rand's estimates of annual costs 
per offender are as follows: 84 

Routine probation 
Intensive probation 
Home confinement 

Without electronics 
With telephone callback 
With passive monitoring 
With active monitoring 

Local jail 
Local detention center 
State prison 

$300-$2,000 
$2,000-$7,000 

$2,000-$7,000 
$2,500·-$5,500 
$2,500-$6,500 
$4,500-$8,500 
$8,000-$12,000 
$5,000-$15,000 
$9,000-$20,000 

The EMT Group surveyed twenty electronic-monitoring pro
grams and requested cost comparisons of jail/work release with 

84. These figures come from J. Petersilia, supra note 7. 
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electronic monitoring. Annual cost estimates for jail/work release 
ranged from $10,220 to $20,075 compared with $1,460 to $7,300 for 
electronic monitoring. 85 'rhe EMT report cites difficulties, however, 
in finding cost-accounting methods that adequately reflect staffing 
costs, overhead rates, and start-up costs. The director of Florida's 
Probation and Parole Services estimates annual costs of $1,044 
without electronics and $3,234 to $3,599 with electronics, as com
pared with $10,089 for imprisonment.86 These are clearly rough es
timates, and any jurisdiction considering home confinement should 
do its own projections. 

The business of electronic monitoring is in flux; as companies 
recoup their development costs and compete more, prices are likely 
to fall. Moreover, jurisdictions can offset some of their costs 
through fees. Florida collected $9.2 million in such fees, though its 
large program cost more than that. The expense of Georgia's inten
sive supervision program was completely offset by the $650,000 in 
fees it collected. The cost of monitoring offenders in Nebraska's 
program has been borne almost completely by the offenders them
selves. But the Contra Costa, California, home detention program 
was cancelled after a year because its $95,827 price tag was esti
mated to be greater than the cost of confining the eighty-six par
ticipating offenders in jail-even though no electronics were used. 

85. T. Armstrong, G. Reiner & J. Phillips, supra note 32, at 23. These annual 
rates were obtained by multiplying the reported daily rates by 365. 

86. Flynn, supra note 37, at 68. These figures were obtained by multiplying by 365 
the reported daily estimates of $2.86 without electronics, an additional $6 to $7 with 
electronics, and $27.64 for imprisonment. 
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Many of the decisions to be made in implementing home confine
ment programs are policy decisions appropriately made by judges, 
legislatures, and other officials. Behavioral and social scientists can 
contribute their skills in research and statistics to help inform 
these decision makers. But home confinement is a recent innova
tion-studies of its cost-effectiveness, its community acceptance, 
and the risk it introduces of escape or recidivism are only now ap
pearing. At this point we are largely restricted to reporting work 
in progress and to recommending studies that should be launched. 

Several projects-funded and monitored by the National Insti
tute of Justice CNIJ), the Bureau of Prisons, federal probation offi
cials, 01' private investigators-are under way. One NIJ study has 
enlisted college students to weal' electronic monitors while logging 
their activities. By comparing the logs with the electronic records 
investigators can determine how unreliable the devices are-both 
in falsely reporting absences and in missing them. The students are 
to try to foil the systems, just as offenders might. Other controlled 
experiments, also by the NIJ, are designed to compare the behavior 
of offenders wearing electronic devices with the behavior of similar 
persons under conventional probation and community placement. 
The bulk of results from these studies will not be available for sev
eral years, however.87 In the next sections we propose several stud
ies that are needed to effectively implement and evaluate home 
confinement programs under the traditional models of sentencing. 

How Punishing Is Home Confinement Relative to 
Imprisonment and Other Sanctions? 

The question of how much punishment is needed to retribute for 
a crime is an ethical question that cannot be answered with scien
tific methods. But the problem of equating the perceived punish
ment of imprisonment to the perceived punishment of home con-

87. Telephone interview with Annesley Schmidt <March 1987). Ms. Schmidt is the 
coordinator of these projects for the NIJ and a nationally recognized expert in elec
tronic monitoring. 
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finement can be approached empirically using methods developed 
for the study of choices and decision making. The perceptions of 
both offenders and the public are important, since only if home 
confinement is perceived as punishing can one expect it to deter 
crime. Offenders who have experienced both prison and home con
finement could be asked to choose between prison and home sen
tences of various hours and durations. The point at which the aver
age person was indifferent to a choice between the two would be 
one possible definition of an equivalent sentence. To obtain the per
ception of the community, members of the public could be asked to 
make similar judgmenh1. Any mismatch between th«: perceptions of 
offenders and the perceptions of the public would represent a gap 
in public understanding of prisons, home confinement, or both. 

Who Can Be Controlled by Home Confinement? 
Predictions IOf Risk and Success 

For the purpose of protecting the public, it becomes critical to 
identify offenders with a low risk of committing recidivist crimes 
while under confinement. There may be offenders who would be 
poor risks for probation without home confinement but who could 
succeed with it, especially if it included close monitoring. Some 
system for making predictions specific to home confinement, or to 
electronic monitoring, seems desirable. 

Empirically derived, statistical methods of prediction could help 
inform decisions about the level of control needed by an offender. 
Such methods often improve prediction, at least compared with 
random release of offenders or with unaided "armchair" predic
tions by probation officers or judges. The latter are often unreliable 
and can be contaminated by extralegal factors, errors of induction, 
personal biases, and manipulation by canny offenders. Attempts to 
predict risk empirically have often identified many of the same fac
tors: prior criminal record, drug addiction, employment, age, sex, 
and other demographic variables. It is likely that an empirically 
based system for identifying the risk associated with home confine
ment would have only marginally greater utility than existing 
methods for selecting candidates for parole or release on bail. But 
this cannot be known without research. 

There may be factors that predict problems specific to complying 
with conditions of home confinement. ·Psychological tests that 
measure impulsiveness, for example, might help identify persons 
who are incapable of acting as their own wardens. Offender charac
teristics used by experienced probation officers to assess risk could 
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be identified using ((think aloud" protocols. Expert officers could be 
asked to read a sample of case files and indicate which information 
they considered important for assessing risk. Data on these factors, 
to the extent they could be made objective and quantifiable, could 
then be collected for a sample of offenders sentenced to home con
finement and the validity of the factors for predicting risk evalu
ated. 

Research to identify risk factors for home confinement would 
have some major advantages over traditional recidivism-prediction 
studies. The outcome variable in traditional research often is 
rearrest as recorded on FBI rap sheets-a rather coarse measure of 
success. Home confinement generally involves daily contact with 
the offender, including careful recording of absences from the 
home, as well as detailed records of employment, training, and 
treatment. Research to identify success in home confinement thus 
has a much richer data base from which to develop outcome meas
uree. Absences from the home are often recorded immediately and 
automatically, so useful results could be obtained in a shorter 
amount of time. These measures of outcome would be in addition to 
the more serious indices of failure, such as formal reprimands by 
the court, probation revocation, rearrest, or reimprisonment. 

A prediction study should be conducted in a dif3trict with a large 
and liberal program so that there is considerable' variability in the 
types of offenders given the home confinement sentence. By corre
lating the number of absences from home and other outcome data 
with offender characteristics, predictors of risk and success could 
be identified. A screening device could then be developed that 
would allow probation officers empirically to predict the likelihood 
of success or failure for an offender displaying a given constellation 
of characteristics. 

Evaluation of Home Confinement's Effects on 
Crime Control and Rehabilitation 

A full evaluation of the costs and benefits of home confinement 
programs, in light of the diverse goals of sentencing, requires that 
one assess multiple effects of the programs both during the period 
of confinement and in the long term. It is necessary to discover 
how successfully the public is protected as well as the programs' 
long-term effects on recidivism, employment, and other measures 
of rehabilitation. There are a number of research designs that 
could be used to evaluate home confinement programs, but they 
raise methodological issues that must be addressed. 
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A problem one faces when evaluating how well home confine
ment protects the public is the definition of protection. One could 
examine how often offenders are not at home when checked, or 
how often they abscond and are never found, or the frequency of 
revocation and recidivism. Further, these rates depend not only on 
the actual behavior of the offender but also on the rigidity of a pro
bation department's monitoring and enforcement. The strictest su
pervision may actually result in rates that make a program look 
the least successful. Compare the program that reimprisons an of
fender the first time he or she is not at home with the program 
that gives second, or tenth, chances. When interpreting outcome 
measures, researchers must carefully define success and take into 
account the type of supervision and the quality of the data. 

The mere finding that a group of home detainees has a low re
cidivism rate, without a comparison group of similar offenders not 
in home confinement programs, does not allow one to infer that it 
was the program that caused the low recidivism. Since programs 
are likely to screen applicants and accept only good risks in the 
first place, high success rates alone do not necessarily mean that a 
program is effective. From a purely research perspective, the ideal 
procedure for creating a comparison group is random assignment. 
Offenders from a pool of those eligible for home confinement would 
be randomly assigned to home confinement, imprisonment, or pro
bation. Although such a design would isolate the effent·s of the pro
gram from the effects of selection, the ethical concerns stemming 
ftom the unequal treatment of similar offenders might preclude its 
use. Ethical concerns might be attenuated if the random assign
ment was to equally punitive sanctions, as determined by an equat
ing study. 

If randomization is not feasible, several alternative designs are 
available. One possibility would be to form a matched control 
group by identifying similar past cases.aa It is unlikely, however, 
that complete outcome information would be available for cases not 
originally identified as part of the study. One could also evaluate 
the a priori probabilities of recidivism for the type of offenders 
given home confinement by using tha existing salient factor score 
and RPS·80 risk assessments routinely done for probationers and 
comparing these with the actual recidivism of the group. These 
scores could also be used as a matching variable or as a covariate 
in an analysis of covariance comparing home detainees with offend
ers who received other sentences. 

88. See Pearson & Bibel, supra note 35. for a similar de.sign employed to evaluate 
the New Jersey intensive supervision program. 
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None of these quasi-experimental designs would provide the cer
tainty of a randomized design. But many of the most potent threats 
to the validity of a causal inference, such as the claim that the pro
gram's success was due to its selection of Ilgood risk" offenders, 
could be ruled out. If, for example, a home confinement program 
was restricted to first-time offenders, one could compare outcomes 
of program participants with those of first-time offenders given 
routine probation or sent to prison. It might be difficult to find 
cases that matched all salient characteristics of the program group, 
however, and nonrandom designs always leave open the question of 
whether there are some unknown 01' unmeasured differences be
tween groups that account for the results. 

What Are the Economic Effects of Home Confinement 
Compared With Those of Other Sentences? 

The savings and costs to the courts, probation offices, prisons, 
and society as a whole resulting from use of home confinement 
depend on which alternatives it replaces and the costs of those 
alternatives. The Bureau of Prisons estimates the costs of incarcer
ation. The federal probation system estimates the costs of various 
levels of probation supervision. We can estimate the costs of differ
ent types of confinement and monitoring, and of additional condi
tions typically used with home confinement. Given these estimates 
and projections of the likely disposition of home detainees if the 
programs did not exist-that is, prison or probation-we can esti
mate the savings or expenses created by the programs. For exam
ple, if home confinement was used with 20 percent of federal crimi
nal offenders-of which 5 percent would have gone to prison and 
15 percent would have been placed on high-supervision probation
we could use the cost estimates to calculate the savings, or in this 
example the extra expense, generated by the program. 

This methodology could be applied to assess the impact of vari
ous criteria for selecting offenders for home confinement. Based on 
recent statistics on the frequency of different types of crime and of
fender histories, one could estimate how many offenders would be 
eligible for a sentence of home confinement under different crite
ria. One could compare the new sentencing guidelines, previous 
drafts of the guidelines, or other criteria currently used in various 
programs. A description of the changes in selection criteria under 
the guidelines, and rough estimates of what they mean for home 
confinement, are presented in the next chapter. 
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REFORM ACT 

Status of the Sentencing Guidelines 

The Sentencing Reform Act was signed into law on October 12, 
1984.89 Among its provisions was the creation of the Unit(~d States 
Sentencing Commission, a judicial branch agency given the task of 
developing sentencing guidelines. The mandatory guidelin,es were 
to establish narrow ranges of sentences for all federal offenses. 
After circulating for comment and holding hearings on two early 
guideline drafts,90 the Sentencing Commission transmitted its pro
posed guidelines to Congress on April 13, 1987. Absent the l'ilnact
ment of new legislation, the sentencing guidelines, as well as most 
of the other provisions of the act, will go into effect November 1, 
1987.91 This chapter describes the availability of the home confine
ment option under the proposed (April 1987) guidelines and the 
statutory provisions that will accompany guideline implementa
tion. 

Home Confinement Under the Guidelines 

The proposed sentencing guidelines allow for the imposition of 
home confinement only as an alternative to routine forms of proba
tion and supervised release. They explicitly reject home confine
ment as an alternative to imprisonment.92 The guidelines treat 
home confinement as an option for "widening the net"-meting out 
more serious punishment and ensuring greater control over offend-

89. Ch. II of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-478. 
90. The first draft was made available in September 1986 and the second in Janu

ary 1987. 
91. The commission, in its transmittal letter to Congress, requested that legisla

tion be enacted to stay implementation of the guidelines until August 1, 1988, to 
allow for field-testing and training. 

92. U.S. Sentencing Commission, Sentencing Guidelines and Policy Statements for 
the Feder.al Courts, at sec. 5C2.1 and para. 7 of accompanying commentary (Apr. 18, 
1987). 
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ers than regular probation. To understand clearly what this means, 
it is necessary to describe in brief the structure of the guidelines. 

Offenses are assign6d s severity level ranging from 1 (least seri
ous) to 43 (most serious). Of~"lnders are placed into one of six crimi
nal history categories on the basis of the extent and recency of 
their criminal record. The guideline grid then assignEi a rfmge of 
months to be served in prison for each offense level! offender cate
gory combination. In addition to these imprisonment guidelines, 
other sections govern the length and conditions of sentences to pro
bation and supervised release and other sentencing options such as 
fines and restitution. 

The availability of certain sentencing options, including home 
confinement, is tied to the lower limit of the imprisonment guide
line range. 93 In general, this lower limit must be satisfied by im
prisonment. If, for example, the guideline range is forty-one to 
fifty·one months, the offender must be sentenced to at least forty
one months in prison. When the lower limit is zero, the offender 
may (but need not) be sentenced to probation. There are two excep
tions to this general rule that determine the availability of alterna
tives to imprisonment. First, where the lower limit of the guideline 
range is from one to six months, the court may impose probation if, 
and only if, one of the conditions of the sentence is intermittent 
confinement (e.g., weekends in jail) and/or residence in a commu
nity facility (e.g., a community treatment center) for a total time at 
least equal to the lower limit. Second, where the lower limit of the 
guideline range is from one to ten months, the court may impose a 
sentence to imprisonment that is as short as one-half of the lower 
limit if it is followed by a period of supervised release that includes 
a condition of residence in a community facility for at least the re
maining half of the minimum time specified. 

Under this structure, home confinement is authorized only as a 
condition of regular probation <which is available only for impris
onment ranges with a lower limit of zero) or of supervised release 
following a term of imprisonment within the guideline range. This 
represents a change from the January 1987 draft guidelines, in 
which home confinement was an explicit alternative to imprison
ment. Under the current proposal, the only ways home confine
ment could be used as a.n alternative to imprisonment would be 
when the guideline range would also permit regular probation or 
in connection with a probation sentence outside the guidelines. 94 

93.Id. 
94. Judges may depart from the guidelines if the court finds "that an aggravating 

or mitigating circumstance exists that was not adequately taken into consideration 
by the Sentencing Commission in formulating the guidelines." 18 U.S.C. § 3563(b). 
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For example, commentary accompanying the guidelines suggests 
that probation with home detention or home incarceration may be 
an appropri.ate outside-the-guidelines decision for disabled, elderly, 
or extremely ill defendants "who would otherwise be impris
oned."95 

The guidelines include a specific section on "home detention" in 
the charter on sentencing options, noting only that it may be im
posed a3 a condition of probation or supervised release.1I6 The com
mentary accompanying the guidelines defines home detention to 
include what we have referred to as both home detention and home 
incarceration. The less restrictive curfew, although certainly allow
able as a condition of probation, is not included in the guidelines' 
definition of home detention and would presumably not be covered 
by the commentary applicable to the section. 

This commentary states that a term of home detention should 
generally last no longer than six months. 97 Note that the length of 
a term does not appear to be restricted by the upper limit of the 
imprisonment guideline ranges. Therefore, a sentence to probation 
with six months of home detention as a special condition would be 
considered a decision within an imprisonment guideline range of 
zaro to one months. Similarly, an offender sentenced to serve a 
period of imprisonment equal to the upper limit of the guideline 
range could be sentenced to six more months of home detention as 
a condition of the supervised release to follow imprisonment. In 
fact, given the nonbinding status of the commentary, the court 
could impose home detention for the maximum prescribed period of 
supervision without exceeding the guidelines. 

Sentences above the guideline ranges may be appealed by the defendant, and upon 
approval of the attorney general or the solicitor general, those below the guideline 
rang<!s may be appealed by the government, except where the sentence is not 
beyond that agreed to as part of a plea bargain. See 18 U.S.C. § 3742, as modified by 
the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984. 

95. U.S. SentimciLe> Commission, supra note 92, at para. 2 of commentary accom
panying sec. 5F5.2. 'I'he subject is raised in the context of imposing home detention 
for longer than six months. Use of the phrase "who would otherwise be impris
oned," however, indicates that these factors would also be appropriate reasons to go 
outside of a guideline that called for some imprisonment. Further, the guidelines, at 
sec. 5H1.4, note "extraordinary physical impairment" as a reason to impose a sen
tence other than imprisonment. 

96. Id. at sec. 5F5.2. 
97. Id. at para. 2 of commentary accompanying sec. 5F5.2. 
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Home Confinement as a Condition of Probation 

Judges may impose home confinement as a condition of proba
tion under both current law and the new guidelines. What will 
change is the latitude afforded the court in imposing probation. 
Traditionally, the statutory bounds constraining judges' sentencing 
decisions have been extremely broad. Under the Sentencing 
Reform Act of 1984, however, there will be fewer offenses for which 
probation is an allowable sanction. Under the act, probation is a 
sentence in its own right rather than the result of suspended impo
sition or execution of a sentence to imprisonment. In addition to 
offenses for which it is expressly precluded, probation may not be 
imposed for class A or class B felonies, that is, any offense with a 
maximum term of twenty years or more, or death. 98 

The sentencing guidelines narrow judicial discretion still further 
by reducing the range of offense level/offender category combina
tions for which probation is deemed appropriate. Regular probation 
is allowed under the guidelines only where the lower guideline 
limit is zero. This occurs in 21 of the 258 5Jideline cells (Le., the 
matrix of forty-three off;)nse levels and six offender categories, 
shown in appendix B). The "probation-eligible" cells span offense 
levels 1 through 6 for offenders in criminal history category I 
(those with either no prior convictions or one prior conviction, but 
no sentence to incarceration for sixty days or more). As criminal 
history becomes more extensive, the number of offense levels for 
which probation is available decreases; offenders in the highest 
criminal history category (Le., those with more than four prior sen
tences to a period of incarceration exceeding thirteen months) may 
receive probation only if they committed a level 1 offense. 

To gauge the restrictiveness of these boundaries, one must under
stand how offense level is determined. First, the offense of convic
tion is assigned a "base level." For example, all thefts are assigned 
a base level of 4. This level is then adjusted for various aggravating 
or mitigating offense behavior factors that are either specific to the 
offense (e.g., for thefts, the dollar amount involved) or generally ap
plicable to all offenses (e.g., whether the offense involved vulner
able victims or obstruction of justice). Adjustments are also made if 
the offender's role in the offense was either aggravating or mitigat
ing, or if the offender was convicted of mUltiple counts. In addition, 
there is a 2-level reduction if it is determined that an offender "ac_ 
cepts responsibility." 

98. 18 U.S.C. § 3561(a), as modified by the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984. 
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We reviewed the base levels for a few relatively common offenses 
for offenders in the lowest criminal history category to determine 
which would be eligible for probation and, therefore, home confine
ment. Although the highest probation-eligible offense level for 
these offenders is 6, we used as a cutoff a base level of 8, assuming 
that the 2-level reduction for acceptance of responsibility will be a 
common adjustment. The results of this quick and general review 
indicate that probation would be available for property offenses 
(theft, embezzlement, forgery, fraud, tax violations) involving 
$10,000 or less. Where the offense involves a breach of trust or 
IImore than minimal planning," the dollar-level cutoff is reduced to 
$2,000. Counterfeiting of U.S. obligations is not eligible regardless 
of amount. The only drug offenses assigned base levels of 8 or 
below are possession, and trafficking in less than one kilogram of 
marijuana or relatively small amounts of schedule IV or V con
trolled substances. 

It seems clear that the pool of offenders for whom home confine
ment may be used as an option under the guidelines will be signifi
cantly reduced from current practice. Probation officers have re
ported that according to their calculations of the guideline sen
tences for offenders currently under home confinement, the guide
lines would curtail the use of home confinement for many of the 
types of offenders on whom it is now imposed. The judges and pro
bation officers with whom we spoke described a current selection 
process that evaluates many more offender variables than those 
used in the guidelines to categorize offenders. Further, many of the 
variables now used by the courts to assess suitability for ho:..ne con
finement are explicitly deemed inappropriate considerations for 
rendering sentences below the guideline range. For example, in
structions accompanying the guidelines note that, ordinarily, age 
and educational and vocational skills are not relevant in determin
ing whether a sentence should be outside the guidelines, or the 
type of sentence when the guidelines provide for sentencing options 
(Le., when choosing between imprisonment and residence in a com
munity facility or intermittent confinement).99 Employment is not 
ordinarily relevant in determining whether a sentence should be 
outside the guidelines, but may be relevant when choosing options. 
Further, family ties and responsibilities are ordinarily deemed ir
relevant to any decision outside the guidelines. 100 

99. U.S. Sentencing Commission, supra note 92, at sec. 5H1.5. 
100. Id. at sec. 5H1.6. Judge William Wilkins, the chairman of the U.S. Sentenc

ing Commission, has stated that the term ordinarily was chosen carefully in these 
provisions to afford probation officers and judges flexibility in taking into account 
offender characteristics. For example, a young offender with a good work record 
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Home Confinement as a Condition of 
Postrelease Supervision 

The Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 abolishes parole release and 
restricts the earning of Ilgood time," the two methods that provide 
for a period of postrelease supervision under the current system. l 0 1 

It creates a new sentencing option, called IIsupervised release," to 
provide for community supervision after an offender leaves prison. 
The change from the current situation is both in the locus and in 
the timing of the decision. Now, the U.S. Parole Commission deter
mines the date of release and imposes the conditions of supervision 
near that date. Under the act, it will be the judge, at the time of 
sentencing, who determines both the need for a term of supervised 
release following incarceration and its conditions. 

The guidelines governing supervised release require that such a 
term be imposed to accompany any imprisonment sentence of more 
than one year or when required by statute (e.g., for drug offenses), 
In any other case, imposition of supervised release is discretion
ary.102 If the statute of conviction requires imposition of super
vised release, the guidelines specify that the term imposed is to be 
no less than three years, and no more than the greater of five 
years or the minimum required. In any other case in which super
vised release is imposed, the guidelines call for a term equal to the 
maximum authorized by the act: one~ two, or three years depending 
on the class of the offense. lo3 These restrictions should have no 
impact on the pool of offenders eligible for home confinement as a 
condition of postrelease supervision. What will change is the 
timing of their release. Under the curfew parole program, offend
ers are released approximately two months early on parole with a 
curfew condition. No such early release will be permissible under 

might be given a sentence of probation even if the guidelines required imprison
ment. Panel Discussion on Sentencing Guidelines, National Conference for Chief 
and Deputy Chief U.S. Probation and Pretrial Services Officers, Federal Judicial 
Center, Washington, D.C. (June 29,1987). 

101. Parole is repealed by section 218(5) of the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984. 
The new g.Jod-time provisions are found at 18 U.S.C. § 3624, as amended by the act. 
Currently, most offenders are released to some type of supervision. If they are not 
paroled, they are still usually released prior to the expiration of their full sentence 
through the earning of good time and "extra" good time. They are then supervised 
as "mandatory releasees" until they reach their sentence expiration date, minus six 
months. 

102. U.S. Sentencing Commission, supra note 92, at sec. 5D3.1. 
103. Id. at sec. 5D3.2. 18 U.S ,C. § 3583, as modified by the Sentencing Reform Act 

of 1984, sets forth maximum terms of supervised release as follows: three years for 
class A or B felonies (offenses with maximum terms of twenty years or more); two 
years for class C or D felonies (five to twenty years); and one year otherwise. 
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Impact of the Sentencing Reform Act 

the new guidelines. While this is a small difference in time served 
for each offender, the cumulative effect on prison resources could 
be considerable. 

Recommendation to the Commission 

It appears to us that the Sentencing Commission has prema
turely rE~stricted the use of home confinement. The commission is 
projecting a 71 percent increase in prison population over the next 
five years, from the current 1987 population of 42,000 to 72,000 in 
1992.104 The only options available as alternatives to imprison
ment under the guidelines are "community confinement"-resi
dence in a community facility coupled with community s6!:vice, 
gainful employment, or treatment during nonresidential hours
and "intermittent confinement"-custody in prison or jail for week
ends or holidays. Although both of these could save space in federal 
prisons, they are both quite expensive and may exacerbate existing 
crowding in community treatment centers and local facilities. The 
commission forecasts a rise in the population of community correc
tions facilities of between 25 percent and 87 percent (to 4,000-6,000 
from a current level of approximately 3,200).105 

We suggest that the commission consider reintroducing home 
confinement as an alternative to imprisonment. This could be done 
in several possible ways. The commission could return to the model 
proposed in the January 1987 draft guidelines, where home deten
tion or incarceration could substitute for up to six months of im
prisonment. The definition of community confinement might be 
changed to include home detention or home incarceration. The 
commission may wish to consider some new method for substitut
ing dIfferent levels of home confinement for terms of imprison
ment, using equating formulas to ensure fair punishment. Curfew 
might be added as a possible substitute for the last few months of a 
sentence, as currently implemented in the curfew parole program. 
Guidelines and commentary might be written to allow offender 
risk factors to be considered when deciding if home confinement 
would adequately protect the public. 

104. U.S. Sentencing Commission, Supplementary Report to the Sentencing 
Guidelines and Policy Statements, at ch. 7, table 4. This projection is based on a 
low-growth forecast for convictions, application of the 1986 drug law, and the onset 
of the guidelines (including their implementation of congressional guidance as te. 
the treatment of career offenders). 

105. Id. at sec. G4. 
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Chapter VI 

We believe that experimentation, rather than restriction, is the 
prudent course of action at the current stage of this evolving sanc
tion in the criminal justice system. We would be happy to join the 
commission in the empirical research needed to address critical 
questions about the use of this sanction. Unless we experiment, we 
will never know the full potential of home confinement programs. 
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APPENDIX A 
Parolees Released on Federal Curfew Parole 

in May and June 1986 (N = 120) 

Number of Percentage of 
Characteristic Parolees Parolees 

Current Offense 
Robbery 22 18,3 
Theft 9 7,5 
Fraud 11 9,2 
Marijuana 6 5,0 
Heroin 26 21.7 
Other drugs 11 9,2 
Extortion! 

racketeering 11 9,2 
Other 24 20,0 

Current Sentence in Months 
240rless 12 10,0 
24to36 17 14,3 
36to48 13 10,7 
48to60 19 14,9 
60to72 15 12,5 
72 to 96 19 15,9 
96to120 12 10,0 
120 or more 13 10,8 

CondItions of Supervision 
None 63 52,5 
Drug aftercare 21 17,5 
Urine monitoring 2 1.7 
Mental health 1 0,8 
Alcohol 5 4.2 

Number of Prior Convictions 
0 46 38,3 
1 36 30,0 
2 9 7,5 
3 8 6,7 
4 7 5,8 
5 3 2.5 
6 2 1.7 
7 1 0.8 
8 2 1.7 
9 5 4.2 

10 1 0.8 
Prior Convictions for Similar Offenso? 

Yes 23 19,2 
No 67 55,8 
Unknown 30 25,0 

(continued) 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 

Number of Percentage of 
Characteristic Parolees Parolees 

Number of Prior 1ncarcerntlons of More Than 30 Dnys 
o 74 61.7 
1 29 24.2 
2 6 5~ 
3 4 3.3 
4 1 0.8 
5 4 3~ 
6 1 0.8 

10 1 0.8 
Length of Longest Prior Sentence of Incarcorntion 

Nonel30daysorless 74 61.7 
Oney~arorless 14 11.7 
More than one year 19 15.8 
Five years or more 13 10.8 

Married 
Single 
Divorced 
Cohabiting 
Separated 

Postgraduate 
College graduate 
Some college 
High school graduate 
G.E.D. 
Vocational school 
Some high school 
Eighth grade 
Less than eighth grade 
Unknown 

Mllrltnl Stntu. 
44 
34 
23 
10 
9 

Educationnl Levcl 
2 
7 

18 
27 
10 

2 
31 
16 
6 
1 

36.7 
28.3 
19.2 

8.3 
7.5 

1.7 
5.8 

15.0 
22.5 
8.3 
1.7 

25.8 
13.3 
5.0 
0.8 



APPENDIXB 
Sentencing Table 

Criminnl History Cntegory 

Offonse I II III IV V VI 
Level (0 or 1) (2or31 (4,5,61 (7,8,9) no, 11, 12) (130rmore) 

1 0- 1 0- 2 0- :1 0- 4 0- 5 0- 6 
2 0- 2 0- 3 0- 4 0- 5 0- 6 0- 7 
3 0- 3 0- 4 0- 5 0- 6 2- 8 3- 9 
4 0- 4 0- 5 0- 6 2·- 8 4- 10 6- 12 
5 0- 5 0- 6 1- 7 4- 10 6- 12 9- 15 
6 0- 6 1- 7 2- 8 6- 12 9- 15 12- 18 
7 1- 7 2- 8 4- 10 8- 14 12- 18 15- 21 
8 2- 8 4- 10 6- 12 10- 16 15- 21 18- 24 
9 4- 10 6- 12 8- 14 12- 18 18- 24 21- 27 

10 6- 12 8- 14 10- 16 15- 21 21- 27 24- 30 
11 8- 14 10- 16 12- 18 18- 24 24- 30 27- 33 
12 10- 16 12- 18 15- 21 21- 27 27- 33 30- 37 
13 12- 18 15- 21 18- 24 24- 30 30- 37 33- 41 
14 15- 21 18- 24 21- 27 27- 33 33- 41 37- 46 
15 18- 24 21- 27 24- 30 30- 37 37- 46 41- 51 
16 21- 27 24- 30 27- 33 33- 41 41- 51 46- 57 
17 24- 30 27- 33 30- 37 37- 46 46- 57 51- 63 
18 27- 33 30- 37 33- 41 41- 51 51- 63 57- 71 
19 30- 37 33- 41 37- 46 46- 57 57- 71 63- 78 
20 33- 41 37- 46 41- 51 51- 63 63- 78 70- 87 
21 37- 46 41- 51 46- 157 57- 71 70- 87 77- 96 
22 41- 51 46- 57 51- 63 63- 78 77- 96 84-105 
23 46- 57 51- 63 57- 71 70- 87 84-105 92-115 
24 51- 63 57- 71 63- 78 77- 96 92-115 100-125 
25 57- 71 63- 78 70- 87 84-105 100-125 110-137 
26 63- 78 70- 87 78- 97 92-115 110-137 120-150 
27 70- 87 78- 97 87-108 100-125 120-150 130-162 
28 78- 97 87-108 97-121 110-137 130-162 1.40-175 
29 87-108 97-121 108-135 121-]51 140-175 151-188 
30 97-121 108-135 121-151 135-168 151-188 168-210 
31 108-135 121-151 135-168 151-188 168-210 188-235 
32 121-151 135-168 151-188 168-210 188-235 210-262 
33 135-168 151-188 168-210 188-235 210-262 235-293 
34 151-188 168-210 188-235 210-262 235-293 262-327 
35 168-210 188-235 210-262 235-293 262-327 292-365 
36 188-235 210-262 235-293 262-327 292-365 324-405 
37 210-262 235-293 262-327 292-365 324-405 360-life 
38 235-293 262-327 292-365 324-405 360-life 360-life 
39 262-327 292-365 324-405 360-life 360-life 360-life 
40 292-365 324-405 360-life 360-life 360-life 360-life 
41 324-405 360-life 360-life 360-life 360-life 360-life 
42 a60-life 360-life 360-life 360-life 360-life 360-life 
43 life life life life life life 

SOURCE: U.S. Sentencing Commission, Sentencing Guidelines nnd Policy Stntements for the 
Federnl Courts. (Apr. 13, 1987). 

NOTE: Entri<'s in the table nre months of imprisonment. The numbers in pnrentheses in the 
column hending!! r~fer to criminlll history scores. 
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THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER 

The Federal Judicial Center is the research, development, and train
ing an .• ')f the federal judicial system. It was established by Congress 
in 196'( 28 U.S.C. §§ 620-629), on the recommendation of the Judi
cial Com! rence of the United States. 

By statute, the Chief Justice of the United States is chairman of the 
Center's Board, which also includes the Director of the Administra
tive Office of the United States Courts and six judges elected by the 
Judicial Conference. 

The Center's Continuing Education and Training Division pro
vides educational programs and services for all third branch person
nel. These include orientation seminars, regional workshops, on-site 
training for support personnel, and tuition support. 

The Division of Special Educational Services is responsible for 
the production of educational audio and video media, educational pub
lications, and special seminars and workshops, including programs on 
sentencing. 

The Research Division undertakes empirical and exploratory re
search on federal judicial processes, court management, and sentenc
ing and its consequences, usually at the request of the Judicial Confer
ence and its committees, the courts themselves, or other groups in the 
federal court system. 

The Innovations and Systems Development Division designs and 
tests new technologies, especially computer systems, that are useful 
for case management and court administration. The division also con
tributes to the training required for the successful implementation of 
technology in the courts. 

The Division of Iruter-J uclkial Affairs and Information Services 
prepares a monthly bulletin for personnel of the federal judicial sys
tem, coordinates revision and production oftheBenclz Book/or United 
States District Court Judges, and maintains liaison with state and 
foreign judges and related judicial administration organizations. The 
Center's library, which specializes in judicial administration mate
rials, is located within this division. 
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